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&<SK25.LIGHTNING SPINCUT
Only one young lad has the ability to gain

'^ef^M^b^^^^U'n^^^tii alter the:

future and change the destiny of his planet

Crono may be young and inexperienced at

the start of this adventure, but he's a skilled'

swordsmani who wili* soon learn, to harness

the power of Lightning Magic spells.

Execute a whirling sword slash

to darhagemultipTe enemies
standing closetogether.

SLASH

Gronbcah do twice thedama,georf
enemies using this Tech Skill Wltha
twist'-; •>

LIGHTNING S
All enemies oh the screen get
zapped with a jolt of electricit

from this SingfeTech attack.

Marie has theability to partially

restore another character's HP,

which is especially useful during

long battles.

PROVOKE
With the ability to tatintand con-,

fuse many types of enemies, Marie

can make them more vulnerable to
other-attacks.

ICE
Marie literally freezes her oppo-
nents in their tracks when she
shoots a block of ice-directly

at them.

CURE
In battle, when one of her team-
mates.n;eeds to have HP.almdst

entirely restored, Marie has the

healers touch.

HASTE
Using this Single Tech power, Marie
can instantlyspeedup thebattle
gauge of one of her comrades.

4 Nintendo Player's Guide

Crphb' cuts a widdswatb with his

trusty blade, leaving enemies
shaking in their boots.,

LIGHTNING x
When he harnesses the magical

power of Lightning, Grand can
shock hearby enemies.

LIFE
Resuscitate a character whose
HP is'depleted; brindingtiim or her

back to' life duripg aoattle.

CONFUSE
Pounce on a selected enemy's
head andslash with Cronos
sword four times.

LHMINAIRE
Crono emits a bright raypf-Jight

that can have a radical,effect or^all

enemies in the battle.

Marie, who Crono meets early in his

adventure, is really Princess Nadia of

Guardia Castle* Since being a Princess isn't

all that it's cracked up to be, Marie decides

to join Crono on his quest Armed with a cross-

bow from the start, Marie eventually learns

how to use the power of Water Magic. With

her newfound magical powers,

Marie becomes a deadly adversary and an

excellent addition to Crono's team.

ICE2
Using her Ice 2 spell, Marie can

launch a huge block of ice at all

enemies that she's facing.

CURES
Marle'can completely restore a
character's HP with this advanced
skill. It's especially useful during

long, battles.

LIFE2
Bring characters back to life and

completely restore their HP using

this advanced Tech Skill in battle.

.
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Everyone should have a best-friend, and Crono is

proud to call Lucca his best pal in the whole world.

She's incredibly smart She's always using her creativity

and knowledge to build^ newand unusuaiinventions,

not to mention some useful weapons. In addition,

Lucca is very clever. She is also a wise and fierce

fighter,, espe-

cially after she

learns the awe-

< some power of

Fire Magk.

FIRE
The intense heat of a flame will

scorch enemies, leaving the.m hot-

under the collar, as wefl as weaker.

NAPALM
When Lucca tosses.one of her

napalm borfibs intoa crowd of ene-

mies, it'll fry anyone in the vicinity.'

PROTECT
Wheniucca's friends are being

physically attacked* using her
'

Protect-spell increases their

.defenses.

fire a
Why bum up just one enemywhen
Lucca can.tdss a flame that II heat

up all of the evil that stands before.

her? .--
v

1EGAB0IB

To restdfeisome. of a character's

HP,-, Frog can use this Single Tech

capability..

SLURP CUT
With his tongue, Frog cahsgrab an

enemYand drag it closer so he can

execiitea deadly, slash using his

sword.
•'

iaTER
Since most frogs live in or near

water, Frog has-the ability to

launch Water bubbles at adver-

saries,.

HEAL
Teammates travelingwith Frog

Will benefitwhenhe uses.this .

Single Tech power to restore-,

some Of their BR

IEAPSLASH
Frog's devastating Leap Slash .

grows more deadly as his sword
becomes stronger. It's a surpris-

inglyquick attack:

Enemiesstanditig irrthe path of

Lucca's FlameTOss will get toasted.

This Single Tech power works Wei)

whenfiriehiies are lined up!

Enemies' eyes will get heavier as

Ludca hypnotizest.nem and puts ,

'em to sleep inthe midst of battle.

LO WATER

Once a Guardia Knigh^Frog was trans

by evil arid mysteri-

ous magic. He
knows how to han-

dle a sword and

eventually learns the

power of Water

Magic.

When multiple enemies are

attacking from all directions, the

Mega[Bomb can help put an end to

all of them.

FLARE
.
Using a beam of intense heat; Lucca
can roast her enemies to the point

where they ho longer pose a threat.

fH';-;;
™.- -/

4 W:

Frog's more advanced Water
Attack damages all enemies on
screen,"and its mdre'powerful.than

Wafer.alone.

2
Using this Single Tech power. Fra

can instantly restore aill of the HI

of any character in his party.

FROG SQUASH
Frog callsupon hisiextra large

amphibian'friend to pounce on ene
.. mies and splatter them.

Chrono Trigger
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NOTHING 'When Crono befriends Ayla, he

quickly discovers thatsheS incredis

bly -strong In fact, she can break

stones using her mighty punches and

kicks, Ayla is tryingto save

her primitive tribe from

huge reptiles that threaten

from the mountains. Cfdnd

and: his cohorts lend a

hand: •

ROCKTffiUJW
Using herincredible strength, Ayla

hdists;up;enemies arid throws them
through the air with the greyest of

.

'ease.
:

.

'

CHARM
With her special Charm, Ayla.can •

tethpofarily sjuri enemies and steal

itemstorfrtherri.-

With a bit of Iqve andaffectidh,

Ayla has ihe ability to restore any
character's status, plus some HP.

R0LLQKICX
Stand back as Ayla approaches a

single enemy and executes a

power-packed jump-kick. .

CAT ATTACK
Aylarriirhics a cat, using her teeth

andfinge'rna.ils to'bjteand scratch'

those who get in Her way.
•

TAILSPIN ^
When Ayla spins her body to create-,

a torriajdo, ^enemies ihher path-

will be tossed and turned:

DINOTWI
Ayla hafigs with.a prehistoric

.'

crowd,.,so when sherieedi a hand, a

djno'stail slaps herenemies. '.'"

TRIPLE KICK
This.maneuver requires-substantial

MR but it allpw&Ayla to leap up arid

kick ah enemy three times..

SHADOW
ROCKET PUNCH
Robo shoots his metallic fist

towards enemies arid punches them
in the face; .

CURE BEAM
in the. heatof battle; Robo can

restoresbme of a character's HP
using his Cure Beam.

LASER SPIN
While spinning aro.undon his

wheels, Robo shoots a highrpow-
ered laser beam thatblasts multi-

ple opponents .simultaneously..

ROBO TACKLE
Using a quick approach Robo mp'yes:

in toward opponents and smacks
'em withemetallic body slam.

-.- -.-

As Crono and his friends trek through tirn^,

they'll meet up with Robo. He tan be

found within a collapsed dome to A.D:

2300. After a bit of repair, Lucca gets

Robo running and the group gains a new.

ally. With his laser weapons, Robe is

extremely powerful ):.\
" '-.

UZI PUNCH
If you thought Roup's Rocket Punch
was useful, wait until -you see the

effect multiple punches have on ah
;

enemy.-

AREA BOMB
This mega-bomb will blast all ene-

mies ipsightwith a single burst erf

energy.

HEAL BEAM
AHmembers of Robo's group will

benefit when some of .their HP is

restored during a'battle.

Nintendo Player's Guide

shock:
From his metallic body, Robo radiates

a'powerful plasma beam that hits all-

enemies in the irrtrrjediate 'area. .
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LIGHTNINGS
Magus can strike, all enemies on the

screen with a shocking belt of light-

ning,
;

: :

'

P2
Like Marle;,Maguscari;freeze all

:bhisereen enemies with a Glacial

attack.

FIRES
-Things get hot far all enemies when
Magus calls ontiis Fire 2 attack;

DARK BOMB
Only someone with aheart of pure

evil could create and use trjis type
of deadly weapon.

HAGICWA1L
Protecting againstattaeks is just ;

,

one waylylagus manages to^maln-.
' tain.his strength and powers.

When you land in 1000 A.L\ near Medina

Village, you'll discover that Magus is linked

iO:Lqvps, the force responsible for the destruc-

tion of the planet Armed wi$ this information,

Crorio and his friends travel to A.D. 00 to

battle Magus, Before facing this evil wizard,

be sure that Crono'stearn is equipped with

both Lightning and Water magic frogs

Masamune.sword decreases Magus's

defense.

DARK MIST
When Magususes his dark and evil

.

fog> it shrouds all irr.the enemy
partyin terror.

BLACK HOLE
Thisisofie of Magus's most power
ful.spells, so beware its terrifying

effects! '
.

MRKMATTER
Defeatis immanent when Magus
calls upon this magiealpower,

whichisgenerated by pure evil.

The Differences Between Tech and Magic
TECH
Tech represents a character's ability to perfbrrri

speeial attacks. As Crond and his friends pro-

ceed through this adventure andwin battles

both large andsmall) their Tech Skills will

increase. A'Sihgle Tech skill is a maneuver or

non-magical power that a character ca'ri use by
him- orherself during a battle against enemies.

Each time orie';df these skills is used, the charac-

ter^ MP is reduced by arvamount determined by

how powerful the skill-is. Much more powerful

Tecftskiils.can be learned during the adventure:

Performing Doubteand -Triple Tech maneuvers
requires that multiple characters combine their

skills and/Work together.

MAGIC
Most.of the main characters* iricludingCrbnof

Lucca, Prog andlvlarle, will eventually earn the

ability to perform magic. Each character's rhagi-
; cal powers gets its strength from one ofthe

.

planet's elements Fire, Lightning, Water or

'

Sh'adpw.By corribiningthe first three elements,

the strongest type of magic, Shadow, can be
achieved; The evil forces you encounter have the -

power of Shadow magic behind ihera For Crono
and his.pals to obtaintheir magic skills, they '.

must-first meetSpekkio, By combining each
character's;Magjc and Tech skills, Crqno's team.

'

becomes extremelY;powerful. Knowing when
aridhow towse each magical power aha Tech
capability comes with experience! •;

, .- , >--/;' Chrono" Trigger 7



A\ Double Tech MARLE

When.two characters combine

their Tech skills, they can per-

form a Bauble Tech. To work,

both characters must have the

required amount ofMP, and

their battle gauges must be

fiilly charged.

CRONO + LUCCA -

TYPE OF HEBP^GRBF!

\
v
1 \

m
wstw Attack-
Crono
Cytforto Aura-,

.

Wi :
, tan*.

..DOUBLE ;
.

TECH.NAME

, TYPE OF TECH

.-CHARACTERS.

-TECHS
.NEEDED

"^HP/NEEDED"

^!3-':

'

hrbFT "'^^

[^"T---T.-7r Recover

Crono Marie

Cyclone Aura

MpYi '

k; MP: 1

"Id^S«K<aifS:'S

4BM
Water..;. Attack

Crono ; Marie

Spineut : Ice

MP: 4 MP: 2

J
i jg^^—**

Fire'-:.
" Attack

Crono

Cyclone

Lucca

F, Toss "

#£#•1 MP: 1

Fire: Attack

Crono .•'': Lucca

Spincut Fire .

MP: 4 MP: 2

Kfcejy

5frffj
fire''' ..f Attack

Crono Lucca

Fir.e2. ':Confuse .

MP: 12'. MP:>

CRONO + FROG

8
Cronb -

j Robo

Spinctit'' J. L-.'-Spin

_Mp\i-'. .MP.:.3
;

;K1&

#
~~-i~*^r ^At^aStei.'i

jCririnb'V'jV Yro£ -

Cyclone Slurp 'Cut

MP: 2 '::.
"

:

MP4.2 v
i ;

MARLE + LUCCA

............ Attack

.Crono ;' "Ayia ' ;'

Spincut Rock '':.

MP: 4 MP: 4

Shadow Attack

Mar.le r-v. '.'Lucca -\

Ice Fir;e ;

!*??-£..' ;>
; MB: 2 ;v>

> ~^LM

Shadow Attack

Marie Lucca

Ice -I'--
':, Flare :

~

MP: 8''
MNiir-^

•

f
'

Attack-

[Marie -.;. Robo

(Aura 'Cure' •;

JMPVi; MB:;2:';

;':Jfce~"ibgMg^l

Sa
Water

]

Attack

Marie 'Robo.''

Ice J; !_^^kie_^.-

MP: 2
*

,|'Mf»:
:
4

: X

MARLE + FROG MARLE + AYLA

Water Attack

Marie V. Frog '

tee Water
,

MpYi-';,. .*1B.:.2>;

i'

'- —
Gla

Water Attack;

Marie frog ;-.

Ice 2 Water Z:

MP: 8 MR: 8

.
.

Recover

Marie Frog

Cure 2 Cur.e2

MP: 5. "v. MP: 5

Marie

•'Assist' : '\

Ayla

Provoke,

MP: t

"'

Charm

MP: 4

^'Icgg

Water'.vr' '. Attack

Marie '"/'. Ayla '

Ice,'.'. flodi Throw

$$M MP: 4

..Cube Toss

#1
< '1^

Water . Attack

Marie Ayla

Ice 2 RocKThrow

rt.P
:

:.8'
:

'

!
"' MP: 4

LUCCA +'..ROBO. LUCCA + AYLA
iUEEU&iBiai

Fire :'.'...'.'..' Attack

Id'uc'ca"
"'"• Robo

Firfe.
;;

;;-: Rudoir Fundi;

MW'2-'"-: MP:I

|l|l|fe| "acfeljByj

iFire : 7 Attack

Lucca ';'" Robo

JFir.e'2' ' RoboTacMc

MP: 8' ;

"

:

'

MR:. 4 V

|:plarne; :fcck>
;.m -:\J

us -

Fire i Attack

Lucea j Ayla

Fire:
, Roto Kick;

MP: 2
....

MP:- 2' V'

BJa^e*mi

•&M4m

Fire"'. Attack!

Lucca .'

Ffre2

Ayla .V; ;

. TMjafe Kick
1

rtP:>';i-;; MP: 20



*

[I
4--- -----r Attack

Robo 'Frog-'. ;';'-

L. Spin Slurp ''„

MPYS: '''-- MR:-

2

|--~"- Reyr.

JRobo Frog

[[Heal Beam

|mp:I ';.

Cure 2

MR: 5

FROG + AYLA

pSRS

<
_.,.---™-r| Recover/;

Frog |
Ayla

Slurf > ..
* ;! Kis,s •

;'
"'„

1:
'';

j
MP: 1

i

Bubble NitTT

M
Water

.

Fr°g

Wafer

MP: 2

Attack

Ayla

ftolp Kick

MR: 2

P* 1

Attack i

Frog Ayla

Leap Slash. Triple Kick

MP: 4?
;

!v-. MR: 2u\

Triple Tech
Eventually three charac-

ters will be able to team

up at onetime to exe-

cute a Triple Tech. These

moves are extremely

powerful, but they

require a lot ofMP from

all characters involved.

TYPE OF-
. MAGIC-.

msrcr&^am

EKaaKiesss

,TRIPLE
TECH NAME

TYPE OF TECH

'CHARACTERS

..i,™^...,. Attack

'

Robo Ayla ;

Robo' Tackle

MP: 4
:

'V

Robo Kick

MP: 2

- ----- T- Attack

Robo-; ;; Ayla

Mil Punch . RodfTtiraw;

MpViav;- MP:- 4 "••.

LUCCA + FROG
0(!;in^J|p>itip^

Fire ''.', Attack

Lucca •'. Frog

Mega Bomb Leap Slash'

MP: j;5 .

:•

MR:4 ;

131
Fire ; Attack

iLucca Frog '

[Flare Froj Squash

JMP:20 MP: 15

CRONO+MARLE+LUCCA CRONO+MARl_E+ROBO CRONCi+MARLE+FROG

CRONO+MARLEHrAYLA CRONCi+LUCCA+ROBO

one

CRONO-rLUCCA+FROG CRONO+LUCCA+AYLA

Shadow j Attack

Crono i
; Lucca- Frog

'

Ujghtrijrrfi.l] flre^lM&terX'

MP;> fMPia:'

Shadow
|
Attack '

Crono- ' Lucca Atfa V-'!

Ughtnta!] Fire.i;' .THjiteJfldt.*'

Mft 8 :, HP- 6 . MP: iti ;

e::Lin#^

•f '

|

--- ! Recvr.

Crono ' Mario BobpV.-

Cyclone Life 1 L**TSpilt

JMP:I-.: MP: 15 "MP: 3

-CRONO+ROBO+FROG

r- -----
.. |.>*i

'Cron'o Robo FfiifrA

Cyctone RotoTid* Slurp'ini

WiJ.

;

MP: '4. MP: 2

l^pc Impulse

'-- ;

g 3 P

* 1

Water j Attack

Crono Mario, 'rVog/v

Sphncut ice 2
"

Leaps

MP:"'*;.;,' MP:'*

.

•ifffStj

CRONO+ROBO+AYLA

Shadow j Attack

Crbrio. ' Robpy 1'AyJa ;

"Cyclone

MP;-

^

Lasc-rSpin -Tail Spin

MPrl MPtJO

CRONO+FROG+AYLA -MARLE+LUGCA+MAGUS LUCCA+ROBO+.MAGU S AYLA+ROBO+FROG MARLE*LUCCA+AYLA MARLE+FROG+ROBO

a »*

«-i™i --jAttajtJt,.;

Cron'o.
.'

FroH,..- Ayla,"".

Cy.clon Slyru 0j£ TnJrMflcfc

MP; 'Z. j,
MP.? MPLZO:

Lucen i Robo Magus-

FJgre-. Liicf'^pn: L>arriwiib
:

MP; Zp"' mp^b .Mpii:-;

Ghrono Trigger 9



Chrono Trigger unfolds in a series of sequen-

tial Steps that take place in many different

time periods. They do hot occur sequentially

in time, but one must be completed before

the next can happen. These Steps take

^lace before you lose Crono from your

party This chart shows the flow of the story.

StEPB
Go to the End of Time. Learn to us&magic
from Sp.ekk.io and talk.to the wise man.

'

From the Endof Time,

travel back in time, to

Truce Canyon; 600 A;D;

STEP 6
Go to theArrjs Dome and :

findthe food storage

room. Defeat the

Guardian, then get the

Seed. Trade Doan the

Seed for the Bike Key
that Jets:ybu get to Lab
32. v

"

STEP?
Enter Lab 32 and rate bikes ;

against Johnny to get through

the lab; Go to, theProto Dome;
have Lucca fix Rbbo; then turn

on the power in the Factory;

Defeat the R-Series.and return

to the Proto Dome.

I

STEP! STEP 4

A
Go to Leene Square.

Bump intb iyiarle, then

retrieve her pendant. :

After she joins you, go

.

check outLueca's inven-

tion. Follow. Iyiarle when;
she disappears.

I

Leave Lucca in Leene
Square and escort .:

. Marie bac'kto Guardia
;'

Castle. You'll be
accused of being a ter-

rorist andafrested
whehyoutry to enter

tecastle.

STEPS
After a trial, you'll be
thrown in jail: When
Luccacomes to the res-

" cue, escape and battle

the Dragon Tank. Meet
Marleand use the Time
Gate to goto 2300 A':D,

STEP 9
Talk to Mejchior in his

hut, then defeat Heckran
inhis cgVe. Gdup and

,

warp tdLuccas house.

Returnto-the End ofTime
from Leene Square.

.

J
I

1

I

I

I

I

B

I

B

t
I

I

I

I

I

r 1

i

i

i

i

i

i

i?

i

STEP 2 STEP 3

E3

Exit the Time Gate in

Truce-Canyon, 600 A:D.

Go to Guardia Castle,,

where you'll find Marie.
When she.disappears

again, meet Lucca. Leave
to rescue Queen Leene.

Go to the Cathedral,

Meet FrMahd defeat;

Yakra to free Queen
,: Leene. Meetup with

;K

Marie again, theriretum

to the present via the

Time Gate in Truce

Canyon.

STEP1D
Go to Guardia Castle and

get Jerky. Takeit to the

soldiers at Zerian Bridge,

then defeat Zombor,

;After the battle, crass"

the bridgetothe south-

ern continent.

^--J ' r-

OTU
J

i

id Talk th Frhn.in tH'p PtirQpriWnnriQ ' 'Talk to Frog in thkCursed Woods;
then retrieve the brokensword from.
the Dehadoro Mountains. Get the *

,
Hero's Medal fromjata, then the
sword's hilt froni Frog.

iTrrt^"r"T~i

r
I

1

I

1

STEP 12 5TM STEP IB
Travel to 65,000,000 B.C.

Meet Ayla arid win the

soup-dririkirig contest to

. get the Dream Stone,

Sleep. When you awake,

!

the Gate Key will be
missing^

Follow the footprints

through the Forest Maze
to. find the Reptite Lair.

Pick your way through

-the lair to find its ,

guardian, Nizbel. Defeat
the dinosaur to retrieve

the Gate Key.

Go to the ruins of Laruba
Village, then follow Ayla
to the DactylNest. Meet
her at the top, then fly on
the^three Dactyls to the
Tyrano Lair in the south-

east. '

Nintendo Playeh's: Guide



Go to Zeal Palace via the,

Skyway and Land Bridge.

Take Marie's Pendant to

the Mammon Machine to

. power it up. Beat Golem,
then get thrown out of

thePalace.

4
—z=zh
STEP 17

I

I

Rescue Kino from the
Tyrano Lair, then defeat
Azala'and the Black

Tyrano. Lavos then falls

to earth, and a newTime
Gate to 12,000 B.C. opens
where thelair was.

I Enter Terra Cave,

defeatthe Mud Imp &
J

Beasts, then climb the
B Mountain of Woe^ Find

B and defeat GigaGaia to

l
rescueMelchror.-

Retufrfto the Terra

| Cave Village.

V"i
1
I

I

I

Exit Terra Cave. Use
Skyways and the

Land Bridge to tele-

„port to Zeal Palace.

Go through the upper,

center door to find

Dalton, the queen's

wizard. Defeat him.

Warp to the Ocean
Palace. Defeat the

Golem Twins, then
fight Lavos. You're no,,

match for him. He'll

defeat your party-
then he will destroy
Cronb.

STEPS
Get captured by Dalton

at;the Last Village

Cbmhiohs and go aboard
.the Blackbird. Find and re- -

equip youryveaporis.

Defeat Daltonto get the

Epoch back;

-7^-rrr^-

~-~""-"

l^:
1ZU3KKM

STEP 19
Emerge from the Time
Gate in 65,000,000.B.G.

Ride the Dactyls to the

L Mystic Mountains and™™ ^^- find the Time Gate there..

Use it to return to the
End of Time.

T^fek/I .

m K s
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EZE

Go;to the End of Time and
talk to Gaspar; He'll'giye

'

you the EhfOrip Trigger.

•8

"I

I

I

t

You can complete the Events that occur after Cronqfs

destroyed in any order you'd like. This chart; s/idws one way to

complete them.

*

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

a

8

I
I

I

1

I

B

I

I

Go to the Keeper's Dome
and ta|kto Belthasar to

leamthatyouneeda
Clone.

'.'•'

i .•-

i r,
-.1 ,..

..'.

Win a Clone at the Tent

of Horrors irv'Leene

Square. Pick it up at

Crono's House.

Tajk to Belthasar, then

climb Death Peak.and

use the Clone to rein-

carnate Crono.

EVENT2
ifLyoutryto explore the

Northern Ruins, you'll find

them in a state of disrepair.

You won't get faruntil they're

repaired. Go to th& Cafe and
talk to the mahwhd'heeds
tools.He'd help you if he had

some.

Go to Choras Inn. A man
there will loan you his

topis if yoii talk.to his-
;

wife. '

/

:

I
: "'-{]

-

I

t
Clear out the rnbnsters,

pay the workers, then

take Frog with you
downstairs.

#

EVENTS
Enter the Sunken Desert,

: defeat- Retihfte, then return

to Fiona's Villa. Talktd Fiona,

/thenleave'Robobehihdtb
helpfierrestore the forest

where the desert is now. The
replanting aa/iII take 400,

years.
;

mmau^nmBammsMimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmL r .. .:

^3

EVENT!
Talk toMagiis at the

North Cape. You can

either fight hirri or have

him join you. Ifyou -fight*

he'lr break the spellon

Frog, hilt he won't join :

you. If he joins, he's a

strong ally, but he worif
f

break the spell.

H^^^^^^^^^SI

C-...^

, - .— : ^'jj^HPBH

and! all .the dreams and! ambitions of

its people.

.re.mr

_ _ -—•——

i
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EVENTS
Take Robo With you and fly to
the Geno.Dome. Ride convey-

or belts arid elevators to

reach Atropos XR. Defeat her

to aether Ribbon, which
Rbbo equips, Continue,

through the double doors to

defeat Mother Brain.

EVENTG
Fly down from the Arris

Dome to reach the Sun
Palace. Save your game. Equip

fire gear, then enter. Walk
straight up to make the Son
of Sun appear. Defeat the

fiery foe to get the Moon
Stone.

Return to the Sun Keep
to find that the Moon
Stone has become the

Sun Stone.

A

Go to Fionas Shrine and
get Robo. Save Lucca5s

mother and get the

Green Dream.

I

I

I

I

The Moon Stone has

been stolen. Go to the

Snail Shop and buy
some Jerky.

Go to the Mayor's House,

get the Moon Stone back,

and place it in Sun Keep:

4

I

I

I

t

f

I

Haye.Lucca use the Sun
Stone to create the

Wonder Shot and the

Sun Shades.

The King is on trial. Go to the

Treasure Room and take a

piece of the Rainbow Shell.

Takethe piece, the Prism

Shard, arid return to the court-

room, Defeat Yakra Xlll, then

fdlldw MelchLor. He'll make
great weapons and armour.

EVENT4
Use the Epoch to fly to

Qzzie's Fort. Step inside and

keep walking straight up.

First defeat-flea Plus, then

take on Super Slash: Next,

you'lfface both of them
again,together with Great

Qzzie, all at once.

! /

Go to the Elder's House
andgive the Jerky to

the woman who wants
some.

EVENT? t /
Pour the soda on Toma's
Grave to open up the.Giant's

Claw, then use the Epoch to

fly to it. Next, find and defeat

the Rust Tyrano, guardian of

the castle, then go up to find

the Rainbow Shell. Warp to

Guardia Castle.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

St

EVENTB

f

Enter the floating Black Omen prepared

to fightvDefeatMega Mutant, Giga
:

Mutant, Terra Mutant, LavosSpaWri,

Queen Zeal, the Mammon Machine,

Zeal's Face then Lavos. Return to,the

EnddfTiriie:

Take the Moon Stone to

the Sun Keep andplace'

it'intheray'of light.



>&

.*

Techniques & Treasures
j [;! Learn special techniques by finding rocks* and use

Wr Ayla's Charm to steal special items.

y BE A ROCK HOUND
Before Crono and his friends can team

up to use any Triple Tech abilities, they

must collect all of the magical, colored

rocks. Each rock holds a different power

that lets team members join forces to use

a Triple Tech attack. Ultimately, Crono

must have these powers in order to save

the planet from doom.

Other Rocks

The Silver Rock
Locate the big, blue Nu in the
Prehistoric Era and give him a pat

on the back to get the Silver

The Gold Rock
Put Frog at the head of your party and
get hit by a rock thrown at you in the
uenadbrd
Mountains.

'item"
"'

Location Triple Tech;

Black-: Kajar Clark Eternal

Blue Giant's Claw Omega Flare

SiIyer Black Omen Poyozp panee
Gold' Nu Spin Strike

White
;

:penadro Mts. :Grand Dream

USE AYLA'S CHARM
Some special items can't be purchased—they must be

stolen from the enemies that possess them. OnceAyla

joins Crono'steam, use her

Charm ability to obtain the

items listed in the chart below.

Each of the items will be used

at some point later in your

adventure, and some ofthem

are vital to Crono's success.

Item Enemy Pl^ce

Gold Earring .Syhchrite ,-.; Black Omen
Gold Stud Ryclops Black Omen

.

Hyper Ether Martello Black Omen
Speed Tab Panel Black Omen
Nova Armor :Gqoiv ''.."

. Black Omen .

Wall Ring;-v. Giga Mutant Black Omen
PO^ref Tab 'Tubster .

:
Black Omen

Power Seal Terra Mutant Black Omen
Hit Ring Giga

; Mutant ':''. Black Omen
Black Mail Son of Sun' Sun Palace

Prism Dress Zeal (Left) Black Omen
Prism Helmet Zealfaight) Black Omen
Bliie Mail Mother Brain G^ho borne

Safe Helmet- Lavbs Spawn Black Omen

w iW!S^ '' f^m Hv
JJS^^HTA fl

Item Enemy PI;ice

Haste Helmet Lavos Spawn Black Omen
White Mail YakraXIII Guardia Castle

Mermaid Cap- Blue Beast Beast's Lair

Magic Tab Alien Black Omen
Magic Ring Blob Black Omen
Muscle Ring Incognito Black Omen
Muscle Ring Terra Mutant Black Omen
Mega Elixir Fossil Ape

,
Giant's Claw

Mega Elixir Riirninator Black Omen
Mega Elixir Zeal Black Omen
Mega Elixir ' Mammon Machine Black Omen
Mega. Elixir Zeal (Face) Black Omen
R'bow Helmet Beast Beast's Lair

Red Mail f-
' Rust Tyrano Giant's Claw

14 Nintendo Power Player's Guide
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The Steps

Step-by-step, the following

pages will lead you through

the dangers of Chrono

Trigger. As Crono and his

friends pass forward and

backward in time, you can

check your progress against

the Steps in the Player's

Guide. Each Step is a criti-

cal part of the action. You

must complete each Step to

move to the next. It's easy

to Wander around in the

wrong place or time, so let

this section be

your compass,

pointing you

back to the

correct

path.



AD.1000

Present
Just about everything Crono's team does as they explore the various time peri-

ods will have a major impact on the past, present and future. Expect to see

changes in the land, and its inhabitants, each time you return to the present

4# SUN KEEP
After you piace the Moon Stone

in the light inside, it will be stolen.

^ NORTHERN RUINS
The name changes to Hero's

Grave after Glenn avenges

Cyrus's murder.

JTCHORAS
Check Crono's stock of

items, especially those

needed to replenish HP
and MP, and those used

to revive characters dur-

ing battle. While visiting

the Market, be sure to

purchase anything you

need for the battles that

await

& WEST CAPE
Near Toma's grave, his ghost

will appear,

* FOREST RUINS
A strange, sealed pyramid

stands amid the trees in

the Ruins.

& MEDINA
Each time you return here

after visiting another time

period, the villagers' mes-

sages Will be different Be sure to return to

talk to people here frequently.

16 Nintendo Player's Guide

Market
Tonic. 10

Mid Tonic. 100

Full Tonic ..700
Ether 800
Mid Ether . 2000
Heal. ...... 10

Revive. 200
Shelter 150

Market
Iron Blade...,. .44,800
Steel Saber 65,000
Demon Edge. ., 65,000
Lumin Robe 65,000
Flash Mail......; 65,000
Glow Helmet 65,000
Tonic 1,280

Mid Tonic 12,800

Full Tonic 65,000
Heal. 1,280

Revive 25,000
Shelter 19,200
Ether 65,000

& MELCHMSHUT
Old Melchior is a hermit

with magical abilities.

^HECKRANCAVE
Crono and his team must
travel through these caves

and defeat the creature

known as Heckran.



1.1. 1010
Step I

Crbho meets Marie at the

Millennial Fair,just before they

experiment with Lucca's invention.

Steps 4 and 5

Crono is arrested. To escape

from prison, he and Lucca must
battle the Dragon Tank.

Step 9
Go to Heckran Cave, defeat

Heckran, then warp to the water
near Lucca's House.

Step II

After you retrieve the broken

sword, Melchior will tell you

about the Dream Stone.

Step 14
Take the Dream.Stone arid-sword

pieces to Melchior. He will repair

theMasamune. .

Event!
If you leave Robo to help Fiona

in AD.tfOO, the desert will

become a dense forest.

Event 6
inthe Snail Shop. Use

it to get the ModnStohe when
you return to A.D. 600.

Event 7
.Take a piece of the Rainbow
Shell to court to iry.to prove

the king's innocence.

^ZENAN BRIDGE
The Zenan Bridge con--

hects the northern and
southern continents. •-

Ji FIONA'SHOUSE
Fiona's dream is to turn

desert into forest

4J# PORRE
Remember the loca-

tion of the Mayor's

bouse. You must visit

it again later, you'll

also be able to buy

useful items at the

Market

4> LEENE SQUARE
In 1000 AD., the Millennial Fair .

livens up Leene Square.
: ;

#TRUCE
Truce is home to Crono, and it's

where the adventure begins. You;
ll

return here often as the action

unfolds to reyjsit Crono's old

haunts.

Market
Red Katana ... .4,500 Tonic ...

.

...10
Robin Bow... 2,850 Mid Tonic .. ... 100

Plasma Gun ..3,200 ; Heal, :...:. £.<". 10

Hammer Arm -3,500 Shelter . . ;

.

. . 150

Titan Vest ; •• 1,200

4* VORTEXWT
This whirlpool connects the

eastern and western continents:

The ancient castle is home
to Princess .Maries and many
important events transpire there.

#GUARDIA FOREST
Follow the path through the for-

est to the Castle, but be sure to

stop along the way to open trea-

sure chests.

Market
Steel Saber .

.

.800
Iron Bow ;-;

.

:850
Dart Gun .

.

.800
Karate Gi .:.

.

.300
Bronze Mail.

.

a 500
Bronze Helm . 200
Tonic. ....... ..10
Heal ...;.., . .10
Revive.

.

. 200
Shelter . ,.150
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Young and inexperienced, Crono embarks on the journey of a
lifetime. He'll battle strange creatures, meet new friends, and I O^StlTldtlOTIS

save the world from destruction. But first, Crono> njust

yisit the fair.

RISE AND SHINE
> It's early morning and Leehe's Sell is

ringing. Crono's rhdther wakes up her

son and reminds him that today is the

opening day ofthe Millennial fair.:He
bounces uptind heads for the dpo/v

then stops to collect an allowance of

200 G from Mom:

The Center of
: Leene Square

Crash! Even if youwatoh
" where you're going, GronoiwilK

n run into Marie, Be agentjeV

rnanahd helpher up before

, 1 picking[up. her pendant.

i Inside Leene
;g Square

The big event is the trial ruhof

Lucca's new inyention.but ,

1 first visit Gatp, the karao'ke

I robot, and earn Silver Points, .:

" Lucca's Show
| After exploring[the fajr; you'll

„ be told to take in Lucca's ;",

M snowandseeher invention.-; - •

tSoon/strangethings start

happening.

EVERY ACT COUNTS
Every action Crono takes will have an impact on his

adventure. While at the

fair, help the little girl]

find her cat, don't steal

anyone's lunch,

and don't try to

sell Marie's pen-

dant: AlsOi visit

Norsteih

Bekkler's lab

ThingsToPo
Jj After runnihginto Marie, " J]AW talk to her, then returnher w-

pendant.

m

01 Have a chat with the ,

x

** townspeople neartbe
fountain..

.

."U Bet on the race to wipW some Silver Points.

4i It's time tosee if Lucca'sw new invention works. You
.
canbetonft, l

ciTalktothe young girl to
^"leam about her lost cat.

jj You'Hfind the girl's lost

^5 catin this area,

Jli The sack on the table^ belongs to someoneelse.
Leave it alone.

J]i Let Marie buy some candy JfiiW and don't rush her!! _•".' ™

At the Soda Guzzling con-
test, try to drinkeignt ;;

sqdasfast. ;•'

Earn15 Silver Points each
time you beat Gato. .'

Talk with the swordsmith;
but don'tsell Marie's
Pendant!* .

'..;.

Press the A button while
"•

.facing the belfto earn
Silver Points;

Bet:4Q Silver Points at :i

Nor-steiiiBekklefslabto;

'

play axjame. ; -;

Exchange ten Silver points .

for fifty Gold pieces.

Exchange Silver Points for

Gold.

Get a tip-on the'fqpt race.

UH9 18
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MILLENNIAL FAIR SHOWCASE

before seeing Lucca's, invention,

have Crono and Marie arm them-

selves with the best possible

weapons, armor and kerns. To do

this, play'the games at the fair to

earn Silver points, then visit the var-

ious merchants. Beating Gato is a

quick way to earn Silver pofnts.

THE MKIN1IL Fffl

Ever/thing up to this point has led to your crashing

'into Marie -in front of me;belLMakf sure that Marie.
:

is all right after you knock her down, then return her J

per\ddni Next, alloVt Marie to accompany y^tiarjound '.

the fain She must be with you when you test Lucca's-



A-D. 600

Mi • If

The people living in A.D. 600 are afraid ofMagus and the evil of
which he is capable. Are you the hero they've been expecting?

J* SUN KEEP
The sun always shines here, no

matter what pie time period.

'''-'
Ste[
FindW

she dis

andse

_—JL —

.

Ster
Teami
Defeai

andmi

J> NORTHERN RUINS
People in the nearby Village claim

that the ruins are haunted.

#CHORAS
Crono and his team will visit this

village several times.

Market Tonic. .... . . 10

Mid Tonic. . .100

Full Tonic. ... .700

Ether. . . .
'.'. .800

# OZZIE'SFORT
Here you'll fight three demons.

Use Ayla's Charm to steal

from them.

# GIANT'S CLAW
The rare and valuable Rainbow

Shell is hidden within the

Giant's Claw;

.-.* HAGUS'S LAIR
You must travel through the

Magic Cave to reach

Magus'slair.

& MAGIC CAVE
Use the repairedMasamune
to open the door to the

Magic Cave.
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Mid Ether .. 2,000

Heal, ....... 10

Revive . ... .200
Shelter. . ... 150

# TRUCE CANYON
You'll emerge here when you frstgO to AD. 600.

Later, return here to the Time Portal.

# TRUCE
Lucca meets her grandfather, a craftsman

who made the legendary Leene's Bell

by hand.

Market

Iron Blade .350 Tonic .....

.

..... 10

Dart Gun. .800 Heal....... .....1,0

Karate Gi. . . 300 Revive . ...200
Bronze Helm .

.

. . 200 :... 150



rle in Guardia Castle. When
ppears again/meet Lucca

ren for Queen Leene.

i with Frog in the Cathedral,

tekra, rescue Queen Leene,

;t Marie again.

Step 10
Take Jerky to the soldiers at Zenan
Bridge. Battle Zbmbor, then travel

to the southern continent.

Step II

Talk to Frog in the Cursed Woods,
then find tne piece's of the bro-

ken sword. Get the Hero's Medal
from Tata.

Step 15
Recruit Frog and have him open the

Magic Cave; Enter Magus's Lair.

Defeat Flea, Slash and Ozzie.

Event 2
Have the Northern Ruins repaired,

then take Frog downstairs to have

the Masamune powered up.

Event3
Defeat the Retjnitein the Sunken
Desert and leave Robo behind to

help Fiona restore the forest.

Event 4
Use the Epoch to. fly to Ozzie's

Fort. Goinside to battle Flea Plus,

Super Slash and the Great Ozzie.

Event 7
Pour Soda oh Toma's grave

in A.D. 1000, then fly to the

Giant's Claw to get the

Rainbow Shell.

# GUARDIA CASTLE
Replenish HP and MP by sleep-

ing in the soldiers' quarters.

g* GUARDIA FOREST
On your way to the castle, avoid

the enemies you had to fight

earlier.

4 CATHEDRAL
Play the organs to open secret

doors, then rescue Queen Leene.

# ZENAN BRIDGE
You must attack Ozzie and defeat

Zombor to cross this bridge.

S^
r

tjifri dK

l*8sf
HHPvJi"*

°*%M hfif

DORINO
You'll want Marie

in your group at

this point, because

she can obtain the

Power Lunch. You

can also pick up a

few items at the

market

Market

Tonic. . . 10

Mid Tonic . . 100
Heal ,10
Revive. . . . : 200
Shelter 150:

# FIONA'S

VILLA
Fiona's dream is to

revive the great for-

est that once flour-

ished in the desert

You can help her realize her dream if

Robo is in your party and you have

been kind to plants.

& DENADORO MOUNTAINS
Here you'll meet
and fight the mis-

chievous twins,

Masa and Mune,

to earn a legendary

sword.

^SUNKEN
DESERT

Iri 'a past time,

advise the woman
in Zeal Palace to save her plant

Giving her that advice will make the

Sunken Desert appear in AD. 600,

# CURSED I
WOOD

Find a broken han-

dle for a sword.

M PORRE
Visit Tata's house

near the Porre

Inn. Tata knows

that he's no hero,

so he'll turn oyer

the Hero's Medal,

which Frog can

equip to make his

attacks more
powerful.

Market
Gold Suit. 1,300
Beret 700
Tonic 10

Mid Tonic . . 100
Heal 10

Revive 200
Shelter 150
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Step 2

TheQueen Returns
Marie disappears after trying Lucca's invention, and Crono tries to rescue

her. Crono grabs Marie's pendant and tells Lucca to activate the Super
Dimension Warp again. Like Marie, Crono disappears.

As Crono rematerializes, he firjds himself in the;woods
r

<

where several Blue Imps attack Use Crew's Cyclone during

this first battle, then exikiothe'left: CfMs&e bridge;ti&ttle [

more Blue- Imps, then open the -two nearby: treasure chests

'

to find useful items.* Next, locate the castle; and;make your
way to the Queerts chamber. Asyouleave'-thewobds,\you

mil. see, an overview map. Visit the Residence in the village to

'discover" ybwVe traveled to A^.:6Q0.Sa1h:ybiJFjghme{ !
',

<

'

-§ Truce Canyon
Travelsthrough Truce

Tj Gannon to-.thevillage; As
yo:u go,: fight, t(ie<B|ue k

" imps -to, earn money and
fi valuable experience".,.

Guard ia Forest
Follqy/ the path'out of,

town- From'beFe, you can

[] either visit Guard ja Castle-

f]
prtheGath^r^l.'Goto :

j, the castle first;

jj Guardia Castle ^
I;

•You'll.'h'ave to\get;past;the-

guards; in prderto reach
the s chamber,
where you'll discover

V Marie's true identity:

Eileiriies

ThiiigstbDo
]i Youjntist gather item's™ ;along.the way

r
jm'lf<warit'tb^ji^'u'|3.-tlre

"".:;. ;

: Pow,eViGto,ve.anti,Tpiiiq;

Power Glove -

:

Tonic1 ^';-"\;:',
.

y/-". :
'-"''". '';':'

3 Blue Imps./,
. .

;

:

i/Blue'lrrips ' •'

Qj 2 ;B|iie Imps -KFCbiy
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;

1E^ot£ Truce 3 / I

Jn the village, make several-stopsJalk to people

to uncover cities Gs%>:ytheie'y6u']\fi

At ihelpn, speak with\Tomg, then drop by the

Market td :buy- valuable:goods. Siodk up on:

Tonic, Heal, [Revive <an.d

Shelteiiitems, which are ':

vital for staying alive;



GUARDIA FOREST
7b get from the yijltige iotiecas$Ie,go through: the forest

In the trpeSj you'll bqttle Qre^n. Imps and kofy FJJders. If

you see a shiny stone on the ground, examine ic to find q
Power Tab. There's also d monster hiding in the bushes

who yriil appeal'and drop aSheltef. The crea-

tures here are relatively weak) so basic sword

attacks will often suffice*

[:"3 Rply RjdSrs; '}:V

j;2 RoiyRidei-s s

j; 3 Rolys

| 3 Blue Eaglet^.'',

] I Green Imp, 2 Rblys

I
2 Ro|y Riders

— jgim



ON GUARD
At the entrance to the aastle are two guards who think

appeqrs to lead you to, the King. Follow the

King upstairs and talk to the guards you

meet they'll tell you that the Chancellor has

been acting very, strangely. As you explore^

open chests and take whatever, is inside, :

Return to the throne room, then head

upstairsto the Queen's room where she.

waits for you.

c_o

Ifyou follow the directions given by the.Kihg

and his guards, you'll find the Soldiers'

Quprters by goihgdoWn the staircase on the

left It's a great place for you to replenish

your energy. Get some rest in a bed, then

haye a bite to eat

ThingsToDo
ja Meet two guards at the

*

entrance", then'let the

'Queen escort you inside to
meettheKing.

Ffom.the throne room, fol-

low the staircase onthe
right upstairs to seethe "

Queen.' "

'

:

'

^4 Sit back and relax as the

v. Kirig rs seryants feed you a

meal thatreplenishesyour

strength.

![
^M Snoop around to find ti

^*sures:Speak With the s

J trea-

j ser-,
;

yants irithis room and open
the.chesttoobtaih'an

/Ether.

I

At the King's invitation, go
to the Soldiers' Quarters

:

•fora nap. Trie rest will do
ypygood.

':, hsjintendp Player's Guide



1

A MAD CHANCELLOR? ;

As you explore the castle and speak to the

guards and servants, you'll discover that the

Chancellor has been acting very oddly. Try to

find out as much as you can from the servants.

Crono Will soon discover thai nobody is who he

or she appears to be.

.

ffl»iiilii

Grab the tonic that's hidden within the

chest in the Queen's chamber. When Crono meets

the Queen facerto-face, he discovers that this Queen

Leene is really his friend Marie. Or is Marie really

Princess Nadia?just when the two start talking,

Mark suddenly .disappears...qgain! It seems that

there is some to'nd of mysterious -link between the

royal Women/

r

Thin^lbpotOCPfSNEWS
a Returfrto the Queen's

,"r pharhber and meet Marie
.', ..onceagain.

^•:Vyheri you return.tovisit
!™ theKing; you'll fjndhe is

.: Injured.fiB will give you a

. clue-about thefieros.

Wled'al.';
''.:.

;;

Treasures
lOp.Gold •

'':..

Tonic - '?-.

2 Ether
Bronze Mail

Red Vest ;

Power Tab

If the real Queen is not found, Leene'i

descendant, Marie, will cease to exist
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Step 3

With the real Queen missing arid Marie gone-again-allI clues point toward

the CaihedhhlbFedchityirm Preparefor bat-

tles with stronger opponents, like Blue Eaglets.

AVAIJANTFROG
Welcome toihe^^edfal, q sacred

place where several people skin silent,

mediation. Walk tip and talklothe

organist Near the pulpit, you'll, discov-

er a Hair Pin bearihg^aardWs royal

crest Suddenly, all four ofthecharch-

goiers will'transform-into evil Naga-ette ;

Creatures. Use Cronqdnd Lxjcca'sjech abilities to

win this batile. Just When things begin to calm down,

Frog will- appear id defeat qnelast Naga-ette.Play'

theorgqntounlp^dhM >

Guardia Castle
Marie, from the present,

is a descendant, of
Queer* Leene. You must
locate them Both; Time

;

travel is confusing/

Guardia Forest
As you go through the '.

trees to the, Cathedral,,

you'l I; fight several crea-

tures to earn expert
ehee

:

and money. ,'.-

The Cathedral
Strangeness. Normal
(ooking. people transr .

fdrrri into beasts right/

before you r eyes:,
.'-.."-'

What's next, a talking

frog?';;
\

:

::
'.':

V'.'.!

Things TbDo
ru If you piGk up/the Hair' Pirr, the
'"r churchgoers transform into

Naga-ettes.ahd fight.

0| Play the organ to openthe door™ pn the right. ,

^Check out tiie drawer of this

.

w cabinet.

M Whichever staircase youehose™ will collapse into-a 'slide. -,

^ Hit the. Skull switch-to lower the™
spike's in the floor so youcan '}'

crossover: .•',-...-;

Gi Watch Out! If you'hitth&skull

:f^"^witeb;jnp)is.tersMlldrdp,jDn
-• you:; .

- ' -, ''• .

;
Hk Play the second organ.to.pperra

^second secret door, which leads

toYakra. .
'"

Treasures
JOOG ';

Steel Sa'per

3 Tonics
2 Ethers
Mid Ether
;Maiden Suit

Defender .

Klaga-ette Bromide
Revive
Speed Belt

Heal
Shelter

Iron Sword
Power Tab
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SAVE THE QUEEN!
Go through the secret door and prepare to fight When

you ffnd the regl Queen with the Chancellor, she'll shout

a warning and run off. The Chancellor then becomes

the evilYakra! Use each character's strohgest attacks

and Tech abilities to battle him. When you win, the

Queen will take you back to the castle.

Enenrties

teene Returns
Leene stays with/Her king, but Marie

joins,Crono and Lucca as they travel

back to their own era. They exit and'

set off to find.the Time Gate.

4 Naga-etjes

H 3 Diablos.

[[|,a.Diat)lGs,v

JUiDiablos

2 Gnashers

3 Qiablos, 2

3 6nashei"s:

JHehches

a-ettes

j| 2 Ghashers, 2 Biabtps

2 Naga-etteSj 2:Gnashers

I Hench -V

2;Mad Bats;

3 Henches, I Mad Bat

2; Henches, 2 Mad Bats

2iDiablos, ,1 Mad; Bat

I .Heneh,. I Mad Bat .
:

.
. ,

IjU 3 Henches, 2, Diablps

2 Henches

2 Naga-ettes

i TJ 2 Henches .

'$.\ Yakra •'"
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Step4

In the forest, Roly Riders, Blue Eaglets and other creatures await. As

you pass through town once again, stop at the Inn for a nap before

continuing your: quest hack to the castle.

FRDGDEEABTS
Frog was a helpful[ally in your

fight against tqkra, but he
:

now. Lotefj ydu'il meet up again in

different circumstances For how,^ V

, he wanders offon his own.

}"-: t&tj- f''--..
''\- ''•.: ;lr^—

—
J

:

J

Destinations
l.'

;
. "..V;.

:

\.-'",':
'

i Truce Canyon
' Retrace your steps '.

through/the canyon until

1

1
you find the Gate; which"

« lets ydu travel' between;
1 time periods.

'".-

;

r
Leene Square

| With: the money yoyjve
earned,.stopby the Z
Market-and pick up

[ sOmeadditional supplies ;.'.'.

and hew weapons, v

Guard ia CastleW Upon emerging from,
the Gate, you II Be back
.in the present arid; at :

^the Fair. Escort Marie
' homfi:'.- '".; :

'

HOME AGAIN
Welcome horrte! Thjngs should look familiar back

at the Fair. Lucca will take off, leaving Crprio to

escort Marie home, ifyour supplies are low,

restock at the Market, be sure that your HP arid

MP are at their max, then setoutfor t/ie castle. >

As you travel through the.forest, use caution. You-

can avoid fighting with many of thq forest Cf£<$

tunes ifyou'recarefuL

+''*
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.

•
.

-

ThingsToDo
jA After escaping from prison, run
™; into the vvpbrJstd find a Tirne

Gate that leads to'the End of '..

•
. Tirfie.

:

'

Treasures
Rower King -v"

Power Tab \

NOCK JUSTICE
After their adventure, Crono and Marie are

glad to be back in the present, butgppd

humor doesn't lastlong^ As they emerge

from the woods and attempt to enter the

castle, Crono and Marie are greeted by

hostile guards and a very angry Chancellor.

Crono is accused of kidnapping the Princess

aodof being a terrorist. He's quickly

grabbed by the royal'guards, arrested and

thrown into the dungeon: A trial date for

Crono is set

Enemies
3 Hetakes

2 Beetles, I Ayian Chabs

j 3 Beetles .

.'

fll 3 (Hetakes

3 Hetakes

TRIAL BY LIAR
While., Cmnp cools his heels in th& dungeon, the

Chancellor gathers witnesses to prove that he's a

kidnapper, despite what fiAarle has to say. Now all

ofyour earlier actions at the fair come to bear,

because many of the townspeople you encountered

will be witnesses against you. Even seemingly inno-

cent actions on your part are twisted beyond belief

in this sham of a trial. <
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Steps

When the Court of Guardia convenes, Crono has little hope of a fair

trial. The Chancellor is the acting prosecutor in this case. Should

Crono be found guilty, he will pay the ultimate price.

ONTHESTMD
Everything you did at the fair Will now be ques-

tioned. The Chancellor has a witness who will

testify that you tried to hurt Marie by running

into her. Another witness claims that you failed

to, help the young girl find her cat Others will

come forward to speak out as well.

L

.: Destinations
Guardia Castle
With Queen Leene safe

in A;D. 600, .Cronp,
Lucca and Marie must
locate the Time Gate and
teleport back into ^the

present. .

j]
Truce Canyon
Return through Truce ':

Canyon to the top of the
cliff where the Time .

Gate appears. Now,- the
party can jump back .to

its own time.

. Guardia Forest
J Make your way back '-:

through the forest pn
the way to the castle, but
don't expect a heroes'
welcome when you '

return. .'

GoingDown
One witness after another will come for-

ward to testify against Crono. But even if .

he did everything right atttie fair, and

even if the jury says he is innocent, it won't

be good enough for the Chancellor. He'll

throw Crono into prison no matter what

IDCKEDUP
Crono is escorted under guard across.

a

bridge and into the royal prison, where

the Chancellor makes up lies to keep

hirn under lock and key. Once in jail,

begin by exploring your cell. Save the

game arid grab tiny items you can.

Drink the potion and restore your HP
and MR
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2 Guards

2
:
Blue Shields

ppj I Decedent

I Guard .;'

I Omrirchrpme

PRISONBREAK
From your dell, get the guards' attention, then

continue to bother them until one ofthem tries to

teach you a lesson. When he unlocks the door,

escape! if, instead,

you sit back and

wait, Lucca will res-

cue you before

you're executed.

$f -W& /£#-

§:;#; U"#

' ','
' ..

'-.'
... '--.'.-.

mthings ToDo
JA Push Qown.against the prison
'.*** bars'ihree.'times.to get the •-.-.

guard's attention,' ,

oi.Httthe guard instead bf runningto

^*fFeedom^Ydu'lli3riiyhaveo,ne'frght, ,-
:

f-^-'s

^ The Wall switches operithepAson .
-

™- gates;but they.may not rise up all

the way You'llbe able toreach

these cells frbmthe other-Side: IeCj

3 Ethers >

3 Mid Tonics

3 Shelters

S Mid tonics

IvSOO Gold
Lode Sword
Bronze. Mail

feS*
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TllirigsibDd
, Jj Hit the switches on the walls to
** raise the iron qates.Mot all

. '.

- ': gat^srise alltne way up.;,.
>'[

. ai FritzVdadowns'a shop in Truce;

^Helping Fritz nowresults irian

. awafrflateK :

f>(. :
:

:

y'

ja Yoilra.^dacidashe'sstshocks the» Warden and he faints;dead
- awa^Searchliim far Mid '

'

.-, Tonics:
;

;:
-.';".'. •;'- :'./'

•JH The operators manual cpnve-~ hiehtly gives special hints for .

destroying the D[agon.Tanlt:

2-Guards"

1 Gu^fd ;':':

^ I Guard
.

2 Decedents '•-.

I Guard

|4 Bjue^Shields

lGI 2 Guards

Dragon Tank ;1

Mid Tortiq

) Bronze Medal
.Shelter
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'.' '

.

;
"

-
.

• ' - '

• 'V ;

-

QUTEQLD
Crono's bold escape is

unprecendented and the

warden faints at the. sight

ofthe young hero: Check

the warden and the

book.

lb destroy^Dtpgoh\'Tqn'k,[U^'yo0strqnge^:^ghtiiig :^(s arid

concehtraiziyour a^ck oh^ head& first When you crysh the

hea<k It
:whn%betiB0

:

ta replenish its energy. Attacks wheels
, \

hextjFinaliy, -destroyfits main body. Use your Revive, H^
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A.D.2300

The future is not at all bright, as Crono will discover when he

travels to A.D.2300, Something has gone terribly wrong.
;

-

'

;- ,,. .-. „,...__

J# SUN KEEP
Place the Moon Stone in the

sunlight to make it turn into

the Sun Stone.

4GEN0D0ME
In the distant future, a battle

awaits with the Mother Brain.

m FACTORY
Shutdown the security system

and look into the past

4PR0T0D0ME
In' this dome you'll meet Robo
and find a Time Gate.

& LAB 32
You'll have to beatJohnny in a

Jet Bike race or battle mon-
sters to continue.

& DEATH PEAK
The formidable peak is cold

and snowy.
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Step 6
Get the Seed in the Arris

Dome and trade it to Doan to

get the Bike Key.

Step 7
Go to the Proto Dome/fix

Robo, then turn on the power
in the Factory.

Event 5
Take Robo to the Geno Dome
and search out the Mother
Brain.

Event 6
Fly to the Arris Dome. Enter

and defeat the Son of Sun to

get the Moon Stone.

KEEPER'S DONE
Hove a chat with Belthasar.

You can't miss him!

& SEWER ACCESS
You must be at full strength

when you meet Sir Krawlie.

HARRIS DOME
Offer to find food for

the hungry people.

When you go under-

ground, you'll find hope

in the form of a seed.

Market
Auto Gun 1200
Iron Suit . . ... . . 800
Iron Helmet. .... 500
Tonic . 10

m SUN PALACE
In the cave, the Son of Sun

holds vigil.

Mid Tonic
Heal. . . .

Revive
Shelter

* LAB 16
Shadows are the toughest

enemies here. Also avoid the

rats.

& BANGOR BONE
When transported to the

future, Crono winds up here.

^TRANNDONE
Gc7ther important infor-

mation and use the

Enertron.

.:;.--:\WE' '''. T", !
: tlfiriiilir fluiVx: i
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Step6

p -_.:.- •

On this portion ofyour quest, you'll meet a new robotic ffiendy

Robo, and find a route to the Proto Dome. You'll also get a glimpse

further into the future and see the destruction of the planet. Destinations
Bangor Dome
Cronp, Marie and Lucca
materialise in Bangor
Dome. . Head outside- to
explore these strange
surroundings.

Trann Dome
The trio hikes to Trann
Dome and buys goods
from a man there. Use
the Enertron, then be
on your way. ;

Lab 16
There are many enemies
here, including rats that

steal and tougn-to-beat
Shadows. Go up and. to
the right.

Arris Dome
Talk to everyone, then
go underground to
search for food. Save
yoUr game and stock1 up
before going below.

Things To Do
A merchant sells items
and weapons. Stock up
before gojng on.

^The Enertron heals your
weary bones in the blfrik

of an eye.

Treasures
Full Ether
Magic Tab
Gold Stud
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Enemies
2 Octopods, I Meat Eater

3 Craters, I Meat Eater

j
2 Octopods, I Meat Eater

2 Octopods , 2 Meat Eaters

5 Craters

5 Shadows

I Mutant

3 Shadows

3 Shadows

Jfl I Mutant

Things ToDo
IJ At these locations, you must

**•* dodge the rats so they won't

steal from you.

JU If you open a Treasure Chest,™ enemies will attack.

Treasures
Ether
Berserker
Lode Sword
Lode Bow

THIEVING RATS!
In Lab 16, you must not only battle strange creatures, you

must also avoid the rats thai are running loose. Whenever

they get dose enough,

they'll steal items from

Crono and crew. Don't try

to fight the thieving rats.

Keep your distance.

SHADOW BOXING
Destroying the Shadows is diffi-

cult Use the strongest methods

you have, such as double Tech

abilities. Crono and Lucca's Fire

Whirl is also effective. Physical

attacks often leave them

unharmed.
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The Guardian and Bits

I Bugger, 2 Rats.

I Bug--;

Proto2

I Shadows

ifl
I Rat

Bugger

BITS AND PIECES

The Guardian and The Bits are tough adver-

saries. Use your Single and Double Tech

abilities and focus on the two Bits to destroy

them before concentrating the remainder of

your attack on The Guardian. Be sure your

HP and MP are at their max before enter-

ing this battle. Use Marie's Aura technique

to heal the group as needed.

tHC5
3&3fc- tj^sZ~v

EHlHi.

Things To Do
u Talk to the people, use the

.*" Enertrbn, then save your game
- and buy some goods. .

3i Read the dead man's note and get™ the seed from him: Go back and
catch that rat! '

.""
.

& Chase after the rat-on the cat-

walk. The rat knows a.password
for the computer.

4A Toaccess the computer and open™ a passageway, hold L arid R as you
: press A.

Welcome to the main computer
room. Are you ready to peekinto
thepast?

Treasures
Elixer

Mid Ether
Hit Ring
Hyper Ether

I Lumin Robe
Gold Earring
Power Tab
Bike Key

Market
Auto Gun . .-.

.

I.200G
Iron Suit ... .

.

. 800G
Iron Helmet. .

.

.500G
Tonic . ....... . . I0G
Real. . . . . . . I0G
Revive . .

.

.200G
Shelter. . . . . .

.

. I5GG
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HURRY. CATCH

THE RAT!

vl YONDTHB

The dead man's note tells

you to catch the rat Hold 8

to run, and when you're close, press A to grab the.

rat and make it reveal the password: hold L and.R,

then press A.

THEOlPDTEaiOOM
The rhain computer room contains two computers. When
you access the computer on the right, you'll get a frightening

glimpse into the past where Lavos reigns with fiery terror.

The lef. computer provides directions on

where to travel next in order to alter the past

Ifyou aren't able to change it, a fiery fate is

certain for all. Head for the.Proto Dome.



BE3 Step?

:

'* .-->*

Proto Dome, your destination, is far off. first, trdvef through Lab 32>

where you will meet johnny. Don't go without the jet Bike Key, Which

you get in the Arris Dome when you give Doan the Seed*

Things ToDo
u Give the Seed to Dbahto get theiletBike™ Key, then race dohnny. If you win,..you won't

have to fightyour way through Lab 32.

^ Once you beat Johnny, youcan return arid-race-.

. ^htrnagainwfieneveryouwahtto. ,,;
:

JU) Find the Race Lpg.and keep'track of your three

best times. >'•

Destinations

[I Use thfe boosters to put

„, the pedal tp the metal in

-' the: pace against Johnny. .

. n If ypti find:the Race Log
• later, you can rotate the
jj' viewing.perspective dur-
'_ ing future races

p Proto Donne
'-'.

Lucca will fix Robor who
j]

will/then accompany you
'£ to the Factory-ahd turn

-on the-power. Next, !"•'"•;

n" return to Proto Dome
" and go £hrpugh the now
n unlocked door to find

.

u
the Time Gate. ;

Factory
The Factory, is a ma^e
of passages and doors,
some bfthem locked.
Take the elevators and
stairs to reach the, fac-

tory and lab areas; and
restore power. .

5'Shadqws

3 Mutants
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THE RACE IS ON!

You can find the Race Log midway through tab 32. It allows

ypu.io save your. restiM and select your facing viewpoint

Enemies
4 Buggers

H 3 ; Buggers ,:,'

rg^JjEgji

Things toDo
y Robois in needof repair. Lucca will
*» nefiritn not rinht tn uunrk.need to get right to work.

(Usethe Time Gat

,Jh.e End;of -Time.

M Usethe Time Gatehere<tq, transportto

APILEOFSftBTS

Inside theProto borne you'tifind a

heap of metal that resembles ja

broken down robot Let Lucca fix.

the' robot Once operational, Robo

is a strpngieammqte who will be

very useful When deciding which

chardcter to leave behind, select

Marie. Right how, she's the weak-

est of the bunch. -\;:r



FIND THE PASSWORD
The Factory is a confusing maze. To get into it you

need Robo. There are several computers, but your

immediate goal is to discover the password for the

main computer that controls the power. When you

encounter a passage that's blocked by barrels, go

back and activate the crane. To do this, first learn

.

the crane codes (X, A and 8, 6), then get into posi-

tion. Once you activate the power, escape from the

Factory, pronto!

'

-_. £!'•:

ViilbiliW'Siitlh-iu twmuii

Enemies
I Acid

3 Debuggers

I Protp 3

Proto 3, 2 Debuggers

1 Protp 3, 4 Debuggers

4 Bugs

2 Proto 3s

2 Proto 3 s

Things To Do
Uj Have Robo override the security~ code on thecomputer.

.

jy Get the code to
I activate the~ crane from the computer (X,A

'

:.andB,B).

jy Enter X,A, use the crane to~ remove the first barrel, then
enter B,B to remove the second.

j3A Get the code to the defense lock~ (XABY) fromth'e computer.

£x Access this computer to open
** the hatch in the lower right cor-

ner of the room.

Ea Access this computer to shut
,-r down all of the security lasers.

Treasures
Mid Tonic Bolt Sword
2 Mid Ethers Robin Bow
Shelter 400 G
2 Ethers
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Enemies
I Acid, 2 Alkalines

£[} I Alkaline

I Alkaline

6 R Series

I Acid

I Alkaline, 2 Acids

[
4 Alkalines, I Acid

Things To Do
T* Enter the code to the defense

,"F lock (XABY). to open the door to

the right.

Hi Face the main unit and press the™ B button to turn the main securi-

ty system off.

NowRun!

Treasures
Shelter

Titan Vest
Hammer Arm
Plasma Gun

ROBO'S REUNION

When Robo meets up

with his old friends, it

isn't a happy reunion!

The six R Series robots

destroy him. After

you destroy the evil

robots, use the

healing powers of

Lucca or Marie.

ROBO SIGNS ON
After Lucca repairs Robo, he'll rejoin the

team. With the power restored, the once-

locked door now opens to the Time Gate.



Step8

C\5

TheEnd ofTime
The End of time is a wondrous place where time periods intersect. There

you'll find a game save location, a special crystal that will restore your "'.| OpstlFWlflOnS
HP and MP, and a Wise man who offers sage advice.

THE WISEMAN
Listen carefully when the wise man
speaks—he gives clues about what to dp

next Be sure to visit Spekkio,, too. He's

very strange, but you will be rewarded

with magic power for humoring him.

TIME TRAVELER
From The End of Time, you can travel to any time- period you've

already'visited. Initially you will'hove three choices; Later,

when you open more Gates, you'll have more choices.

Truce Canyon AD
;
600

Medina Village A.D. 1 000

Guardia Forest A.D. 1000

Tyran Fortress 65,000,000 B.C,

ProtoDome AD. 2300

Earthbound Island 12,000 B.C.

Bangor Dome A.D. 2300

Mystic Mt. 65,000,000 B.C.

Leene Square A.D. 1 000

" Proto Dome
[.! After you find the *; "-''

P
dome s Time Gate,

U you'll. go to the End of
n Time. From there, you .

* can return to the pre-

4J:sent: V:' .- •,;-.

The End of Time
n Beams of light transport
" you to and from the^nd

[j
of Time. Here, Spekkio
will teach you how to

^ 'ruse magic.

jy Talk to the wise old man eactuime :™ ybii visit the End of Time. He provides
valuable guidance.

Meet Spekkio, anoddcreature who
gives you magical powers if you do
exactly what tie says.'

A* Rejuvenate. Replenish both your HP~ ana MP by stepping up to the magi-
;•'." cal, healing crystal.

After you replenish your energy; save
your game every time you travel to

the End of Time.

ba This bucket leadsto the Day of
•'•'.

'ar Lavos in1999. Don!t go there until

you're well prepared •*.-"•;

*jg Eventually, you will be able to launch
**r the Epoch, a flying time machine,'

. from this dock.
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Thinkof-tine EndI of Time as your safe haven,

a place Vthereyou can rest andtheal (You can

afsq(change pan/ mlemhers When you visit, bat

you can switch party members at any time by

pressing %ibq. For now* make plans to depart

far'jv\^d]ha^lageirr^.6. 1000.

LEARN THE POWER
OF MAGIC
Thus far,£rpno and his friends have relied on their g Kilwala
strength^and Tech abilities to; survive; By following

Spekkio's bizarre instructions, each character will

learn to tap magical powers. He trains you; by

making you fight him, and if you win, he some-

times gives, you special items.

6

:

,;Spiskk!of^ ;Priiesf;-

Special

Refresher Set

Win one Manic Tabandfive

fJpttfes ofEwrfram Spekkio.

'

Choice

Set.
. WinoneMagicTaband.fiyebbt-" ;

tlesof Mid ™sHrom'Spepo, -- -y.

Healthy

Choice Set 'Sif,

Win nneMagicTabaridfivebotr.

.desofFiillEUnerfromSpekkia

Gracefui

Set/'"..

Win one Magic Tab/tine '

Speed Tab; one Powe r Tab •
, \

and ten Elixirs.

Goblin

e...
;

'".

'

Q Omnicrone

1
;

;

wnm :

im
t n W?^i

fi
:

'J - '

Masa

DAtOFLAVOS
instead ofheeding the old man's warnings, you can choose to

activate the special gate by the bucket in the corner and

transport directly to theDay of kayos. Ypu won't survive an

encounter w&) Ldyos ejtthiS: point, however, because you are

riot yet ready to} face the fierceness

ofthe evil'that awaits. Your fighting

skills- simply drervt up tdityei If-

you'accidentally enterihe gate, you

can choose to' ran aWay father, than

fight* a wise decision: that will take-

you back-to the End ofTime.

A SUDDEN ENDING

You shoufd have listened

to the old man! Crpno

and his crew weren't

ready to face the mighty

Lavos in battle. Thanks to

your impatience,: all is

lost! \



Step 9

Grono emerges from a closet when he uses the portal at The End of
Time. The surroundings look familiar yet strange. You're in Medina Village

in A.D. 1000, and it's inhabited by evil Goblins.

C*3

UNREASONABLE SHOP
The Market in town has many useful

items, weapons and armor, but the owner

hates to deal with humans. Even ifyou

defeat the shop's owner, his prices are

outrageous. Don't buy anything you don't

need.

MELCHIOR'S HUT
Melchior is a wise alchemist who lives west,

ofMedina. He'll sell you some weapons

and tell how to return to Crono's home.

Melchior will also tell you about the dan-

gers in nearby Heckran Cave.

Destinations
A Medina
| After emerging from the

closet, go to the village
.

1 square, where the innab-

I
itants worship a statue

H of Magus.

1

§ Melchior's Hut
Go to Melchior's Hut

§ and ask him how to
return to Truce. Before

'

" going to Heckran Cave,

| buy some weapons.

Heckran Cave
1 Fight your way through
» Heckran Cave to find

I Heckran himself. Defeat

| him, then jump in the
Vortex Pool.

Vortex Pool
When you jump into

this pool, you'll outside

| Lucca's house. Enter the
house to get the Taban

IVest.

g
Leene Square

P Return to the Time
| Gate, step in and return
to the End of Time to

1 talk to the wise man. for
advice.

Market
Red K^tana 4,500
Robin Bow . .... 2,850
Plasma Gun. .... 3.20Q
Hammer Arm . . . 3,500
Titan Vest ...... 1 ,200
Tonic . . 10
Mid Tonic. . . . . . . . 100
Heal ...10
Shelter..... 150

Enemies
2 Henches

I Jinn Bottle, 3 Octoblushes
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Things To Do
u After defeating Heckran, take the whirlpool vortexto theW water near Lueca's house.

Treasures
Magic Scarf Ether
Wall Ring Mid Ether

Dash Ring

'{P^STJfe '". «**^»^<iidP9^^>«„ '1 :ifvs t vt-;" ijNynnk : . d9oB£

DEFEATING HECKRAN

~ \ sr*|=F7

Heckran is a ruthless beast who lives in a cave near Melchibr's

Hut To get out of the cave alive, you must defeat him, and

that's no easy task. You'll reach a Save Point just before you

enter his cavern. He has a deadly Water attack, so use Marie's

Aura Whirl healing powers and Tonics as needed. Only magic

attacks such as Lightning, Fire and Ice will hurt Heckran. To

beat him, use Crono and Lucca's combos, such as Flame Toss

and Fire Whirl.



Step10

The next step has Crono traveling to the Middle Ages to pursue Mc?gus>

ah evil magicidni When
who has super-human strength and wields a magic sword,

40DYEARSAG0
Return tothe Millennial Fair in Leehe Square,

A.D.I&00.jalk to the. people, have some fun,

earn some Silver Points; then bedd for Lucca's

invention to warp back to the End of Time,

From there, step into the bearh of light that

.

transports you back to Truce Canyon in A.D.

600. The terrain, should look familiar, but

expect to encounter different enemies during

this visit. Exit the canyon and head for theyilr

lagd of Truce tpt see what else is new.

Destinations
The End pf Time
Transport te the^li^dof

'•'
.-.'

Time. Once tht e
your'^nie, replenish' your \\;

HPandyMR thehhead<t:o,

:Truce Canybn/ ;

'
;

;

'').-.
''

Truce Canyon
Go to the village and talk to

everyone t<? e&lleet infor-

mation about what's hapr;

I

periing in the Middle Ages.

Guardia Castle
The King's ingroupie.-^n8
you're 'his only hope. : Agree
tb help him, and remember
to, get Jer l<cy from the Chef.

Zenan Bridge
Beat Okie's skeleton war- .

; riprs then face off;with ; .

""-

Zombor; He'sa; bigj bad,

de4d dude with a sinister

attitude. .'' • -.•:'.

COLLECT INFORMATION
Goto Truce Inn for the latest news about the trouble

Magus has been causing- Mead for the cqstie to see

how you can help the King, who has been injured. You'll

findjhim in his, chambers, and he'll send you to the

Zenan Bridge. Before you depart, take the Bronze Mail

from thechest

Treasures
Gold Helmet

THE BATTLEAT ZENAN BRDiGE
Crono goes from the castle to Zenan Bridge; to join forces:

with the Guardia Knights, there they'll fight 0zzie and his

troops. Crono's Lightning attack toasts the skeleton warriors,

; easily, but you can't defeat Qzzie, so don't Waste your

attacks oti him. : •
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Before leaving the castle,

but after taikipg with the''

Ming,..visit the Chefto get.

Somejerky for the troops

at Zenan Bridge. Give /t to

the captain to Strengthen

his battle-fatigued soldiers.

CAPT&IMOF THE GUARD
After giving the captain the Jerky, he'll ask you to help fight

against Mqgus's army and take control of the bridge, lathe

battle, Crono and -team will first battle Ozzie's undead skele-

ton trdops, which look more dangerous than they actually

are. Use each character's magical powers as Crono, Marie

and Lucca fight their way across die bridge^ On the opposite

side, they'll meet Zornbor.

Things To I>b
..JA Ygu^iustbetpth'e'starvihg soldiers on the bridge' if-you'rippe to cfd$s oyfer to the southern^ -continent. Return tatheeas.tJ&;/visit the King; then go down into the basemenMo find the

'

' kitchen and the.,Ghe'f.'After talking to the Chef^g'o upstairs'. The Chef willoatch you

.. . Upstairsartd^skvdUto.taketheJerkYrtothe-troops.Db'it.

Enemies
2 ^Deceased, Qzzie

3 Deceased, Ozzie

I Zombor

Zornbor is, a large, twoy .

parisffsleton controlled by

Ozzie, Jo pummel this foe,:

.
magipal powers are a

must Destroy ^e top first,

i thenthe bottom. Use Ice

qnthecfeatUre's'head and

a Fire: or Lightning attack

to destroy, its: body. After
,

^Y^'sehW^bj^dp^thisi
. doom, Ozziejwill flee.

l-z/oTiibor" i .Cronrw
;

|
Mor 1> 1.1 3 : 1.8

Luccq 153:26



Stepll

After defeating Zombor, Crono follows tire trail ofthe hero, but not before

hei explores the Cursed Woods. The next part ofthe quest will take his

party into the Denadoro Mountains in search ofthe hero's legendary sword,

theMd&nnihe.

JWAR||ST0Pf POME "
first; go to form yilldgetti hear the gossip

about a powerfiik sword ktiowriasthe

Masamuhe. Drop in oh Fiona, who Will

direct you to the ,

Cubed Woods.
:

;

Search the bushes

for the entrance to

Frog's hideout, then

return to, Porre.

fflPSRDNAWffif
Whin you go to Tata's house, you'll ham that he has run

away to>the mountains. Now ifi your turn to head for the

hills. Folli/w the mountain path to reach TVtasa and Mune, the

keepers of the Masamune sword, which is the only weapon

that can defeat

Magus. You must

defeat the twin

demons in order

to get tfie pieces

ofthe sword.

Destinations
Denadoro Mts.
Climb theDeriadprb

. .

Mountains and defeat

the twins,: Hasa.and
Murie, tp earn tfie' jegr \
endary Masamuhe y V
SWOPO.

Tata's House
When you return to
Tata's House in Porre -

[,

Village, Tata will give

you, thetrue heroes,
the Hero's MedaL

Cursed Woods
Return to Frog!sr hide-

out in the Cursed

.

Woods with the'

Masamune. Frog' will

give you the
Masamune's hilt.

3 Truce Canyon :•';

Go back into hruce

Canyon and find the
Time Gate. Step: into

the- gate jto return to
the End of Time.

The End Of Time
Talk to the wise, old man
and learn more magic

Q from Spekkio. Replenish
your energy, then travel

toA:D. 1000.

Melchior's Hut
When you take the
Masamunepieces to
Mejchior, he'll explain
that he needs the .

Dream -Stone to fix'it.

Treasures
300 G
500 G
600 G
Ether,

4 Mid Ethers
.

Mirage Haiid ,

Revive
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Things To Do
M Collect treasures from- the

chests as you explore the
mountains.

\2^ Put Frog at the..head of the
party so he can catch the.

Gold Rock from the Free
Lahqer.

Treasures
Gold Helmet 2Mid Tonics

Silver, Earring Silver Stud
Magic Tab

Jjj I Free Lancer, I Ogan

JH I Ogan, I Goblin ;

I Ogan

I Free Lancer

jj 2 Free Lancers

JU I Ogan:

[JJ tOgan

. jj 2 Free Lancers
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Things To Do Treasures

<d)
Fall off the waterfalfto find valu-

abletr.easures.

^Talk to Kilwala to getatreat.

Speed Tab

Shelter

Gold Rock
Broken Sword

PRECIOUS METALS J
Stock up for a trek,~then hike into the

Denadpro Mountains, Yoij'll battle many'.

Goblins arid Free Lancers as you climb, and

you'll find lots of chests. Among the special

treasures you'll find area-GoldHelmeia
Silver Earring and a Silver Stud, They are pre?

cibus metals-use them intihe battle ahead.

Enemies
Ogan, I Goblin

SPEAR WITH KILWALA

J? LQ ' Ogan - I Free Lancer

I Ogan, I Goblin

1 Ogan, 2 Free Lancers

2 Free Lancers, I Bellbird

2 Free Lancers

3 Goblins

2 Ogan s, 2 Free Lancers

I'ii. Masa and Mune
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Kilwalq, the fuzzy one who liyes at the top of the mountain, is a fiirbiill of
few words. Ifyou talk to him four times, he'll think you're; really nosy-^-but

he'll give you a Magic Tab.
. ; r

.



THE TWIN TERRORS
Masa and Mune guard the legendary

sword known as the Masamune. To

win the sword, you must defeat them,

first one at a time, and then again

when they merge into one mega-

adversary, Masamune. To defeat

them, use lee, Fire Whirl, and Crono's

regular attacks. Stop the Tornado w'rth

Crono's Slash.

RETURN TO TATA'S HOUSE TRY TO REPAIR THE MASAMUNE
Next, return to Tata's House. There, Tata

will admit that he's no hero, and he'll give

Crono the Herd's Medal. Take the medal

and visit Frog, in the Cursed Wood, to

learn how to fix the Masamune.

Melchior, in A.D. I OOO, is the only one who can fix the

Masamune, but he needs a special mineral called the

Dream Stone, which can be found only in 65,000,000 8.C.

Things to Do
J^ Get the Masamune's Hilt from Frog.

Enemies
[jy 2 Gnawers, 2 T'poles

ijjl I Gpawer, 2 T'poles

J 2 Gnawers, 2 T'poles

I I Gnawer, 2 T'poles

LCHIOR'S MESSAGE
When you travel to the year AD.

1000 and talk to Melchior, he'll tell

you that he can't fix the Masamune
without some Dream Stone. You must

travel back in time-way back-to find

some.

MFiVr.iirns^::

our hands on some Djeamstone;
ijjhith the siuorct is made of.



65.000,000ac

Prehistoric
jNow go back, in iirrie to find the Dream Stone in the age of
Reptites. You'll also meet a new friend, Ayla the> warrior.

& SUN KEEP
Even in prehistoric times, the

ever-glowing beam of light shines

inside the Keep.

^ TYRAN0LA1
AND RUINS

Nizbef,:Azala and the Black

Tyrano await Crono, who can

reach the Lair only by winged

Dactyls.

DACTYL NEST
You'll find the Dactyls and their

nest in the mountains.

& HUNTING RANGE
Gather precious items and trade

them in loka Village.

ALARUM RUINS
White trying to avoid the

Reptites, humans hide here.

# IOKA VILLAGE
Croho and his friends will feast,

make friends and trade goods in

this stone age town.

The locals don't use money. Instead, I

prepared to make trades using items

such as Horns arid Petals. Check out

list ofwhat goods you can trade to gt

specific items.
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Step 12

MeetAyala and engage in a

soup-drinking contest to win
the Dream Stone.

Step 13

Follow the footprints through
the Forest Maze. Defeat Nizbel

to get the Gate Key.

Step 16

Meet Ayala at the Dactyl

Nest, then fly to the Tyrano
Lair in the south.

Step 17

When you defeat Azala,

Lavos will create a new Time
Gate leading to 12,000 B.C.

Step 19

Fly by Dactyl to the Mystic
Mcfountains and use the Time Gate
to return to the End of Time.

Event 6
Place the Moon Stone in the ray of
light beaming inside the Sun Keep.

>» MYSTIC MOUNTAIN

Steps 12 & 13 Steps 16 & 17

e

this

t

3 Petals, 3 Fangs

3 Petals, 3 Horns

3 Petals, 3 Feathers

3 Fangs, 3 Horns

3 Fangs, 3 Feathers

3 Horns, 3 Feathers

'.+.. Ruby Gun

* Sage Bow
+ StoneArm
o Flint Edge

* Ruby Vest
O Rock Helmet

3 Petals, 3 Fangs * Dream Gun

3 Petals, 3 Hpms .
"*> Dream Bow.

3 Petals, 3 Feathers * Magma Hand

3 Fangs, 3 Horns ' Aeon Blade

3 Fangs, 3 Feathers o. Ruby Vest

3 Horns, 3 Feathers * Rock Helmet

Step 23

10 Petals

10 Fangs

10 Horns

10 Feathers
j

Ruby

Armor
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Once Melchiqr tells Crono and his friends about the Masamune sword,

they return to the Time Gate and travel back to 65,000,000* B.C. in

search of the rare, red rock, the Dream Stone,

MEET AYIA
You'll be attacked by waves

of Reptites when you first

leave the mountain, just

when you Wink you're a

goner, an amazing woman
warrior, Ayld, will appear

and save your skins.

FOLLOW THAT AMAZON
Your new friend seems to

know a thing or two about

stones. Crono and his

team follow Ayla to .

loka Village, where a wel-

coming party is about to,

begin. Prepare to party,

prehistoric style.

Destinations
' Mystic Mountains
Battle the first group of
dinosaurs on your own.
When more appear,
Ayla steps in to help.

n loka
Visit Ayla in her hut and
enjoy the hospitality of

the tribe on your first

night

Meeting Site
Talk to the villagers then
head for the soup. Keep,
pressing the A Button
(or use Turbo) to slurp

soup and win the
Dream Stone.

5 Reptites

4 Reptites

I
4 Runners

[JJ
2Kilwalas

2 Runners

4 Kilwalas

t~—.£.

-

m Mm
:

TOB

jay - jggtf

--..
Things To Do
U. Team up with Ayla to battle the Reptites, then™ inquire out.about rare, red roeks.

Treasures
Berserker
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INFO INKM
Talk with the folks here in order to uncover

information about the Dream Stone and the

rest of their primordial world. You'll discover

that Ayla has the

Dream Stone you're searching for, but you

must win it from her.

Market
Tonic. . . .;

.

Mid Tonic .

Full Tonic .

Heal ......

. 10

100
700
. 10

HUNTING AND TRADING
The morning after the big party, Crono and his team

can barter items they have for items they need. Use the

Petals, Fangs, Horns and Feathers you got in the

Hunting Range to trade for some useful, stoneage

weapons armor.

PARTY ON
It's the first rock and roll party in

prehistory! At the welcome

party for Crono and his

team, you'll discover

that Ayla loves to

dance and eat soup.

Be sure to mingle.

EAT YER SOUP
You can't have the Dream Stone if you

don't eatyer soup. Push the A Button

as fast as you can to win:

ROBBED!

The Time Gate key needed to return to the

End of Time is missing the morning after the

party. Follow the telltale footsteps to track

down the thief and get the key back, whatever

it takes!
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FbolstepsI Follow
The Time Gate Key is missing and the only due about what happened to

it is the trail of footsteps that leads away from the village. Follow the

footsteps to see where they lead.

FOLLOW THE FOOTSTEPS
The footsteps lead south to the Forest Maze,

but you might want to go hunting before fol-

lowing the trail. Go north to find the Hunting

Range, then begin exploring. Ifyou're in the

right place when it begins to rain, you'il find

an elusive Nu.

HUNT FOR ITEMS
You can win the items you need for bartering

by defeating tjtie relatively weak animals you

find, in the Hunting Range. Return time after

time to build up your supply of Horns, Petals,

Fangs and Feathers.

Enemies

Things To Do
u Expect to encounter Nu in the Hunting Range,when itW starts raining. Each time you beat him, he will give

you an item that can be used for barteringlater. You
can get the Third Eye from Nuonly the first time he
appears. The Third Eye doubles your Evade skill.

! Rain Frog, I Amphibite, I Croaker

I Rain Frog, I Amphibite, I Croaker

I Rain Frog, I Amphibite, I Croaker

I Ion, I Anion '

.

I Ion, I Anion

I Rain Frog, I Amphibite, I Croaker

Destination
Meeting Site
Party hearty and win the
Dream Stone from Ayla,

Forest Maze
Ayla's fighting skills in

the Forest Maze keeps
you on trie track of the
thief, :

Reptite Lair
You must defeat Azala's
guardian, Nizbel, to
regain the key to the
Time Gate.

Mystic Mountains
The winding canyon
takes you into the
Mystic Mountains,
where the Time Gate
floats in mid air. •,*:.'
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IT TO, KIM?
It appears that Kino has stolen the Gate

Key—or was ft really a Reptite? Actually,

Kino had the precious artifact stolen from

him. The Lair is filled with angry Reptites,

Megasaurs and other foes. Ultimately, you'll

have to fight Nizbel to move on.

BRAVE THE MAZE
It's easy to get lost in the Forest Maze (hence its name). To find

what you're looking for, follow the footsteps in the wet ground.

Along the way, search for the treasure chests.

Enemies
2 Gold Eaglets

Things ToDo
^0 Talk to Kino to find out why he took the

Gate Key from Crono and compdny.

Treasures
3 Mid Tonics
Heal
2 Mid Ethers

2 Revives
Shelter

rPc

3 Kilwalas

1 Winged Ape

2 Kilwalas, I Winged Ape

2 Runners

3 Gold Eaglets

2 Runners

I Kilwala, I Winged Ape
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INTO THE REPUTE LAIR
Assuming Crono and his team manage to

find their way through the Fozest Maze,

they'll find the Repiite Lain It will be neces

sary to leap into a hole and explore under-

ground to find the Time Gate Key.

Things To Do
U Try to avoid the Evil Weevils.

Let them dibholes in the
ground. Search all of the holes
and open the treasure chests

you find. Some holes Will lead

nowhere.

jjk Let the Evil Weevils dig addi-
tional holes so that

you can reach
Tour hidden
rooms in the
levels below.

Ji Nizbel waits at

the end of the
,. Laic If yon beat

him, you'll get the
key to the Time Gate and.you

'..' can return to your home.

Treasures
2 Full Tonics
Mid Ether
2 Rock Helmets
Full Ether
Ruby Vest
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• .':.

4 Evflweevils;
.

-;.

2 Eyilyyeeyiis

[y 2 EVilyyeeyfis, 2jF)ytraps •

ICEyilvveeyil, I Flytrap

I; :Eyilweeyil, P Flytrap

UMeeasaur •"V

..l.'Eyilw^eyjl,, l;> Flytrap),

.

2 EvilW.eevils,. I Flytrap

I" .1 Megasaur' ,.:' .•, ;'//[

, 2 EvIlyVeeyilsy I; Flytrap .

I; Reptffer I Mfegasaur . :

i$'Jteptjties v .' .:;':;

I fteptite- I Megasaur j

I Winged Ape, I Shitafte

I Winged Ape; 2 Shitakes

;'2 Reptites,.2 Jflegasaiirs

I V^inged Ape,

JJ
;;NizKeV;;'-^.'-v .

;

V: .;;;.

.':

rebel uiam

.

hhas Becohie a goojd

friend, Bu[t sfle isn't p
ready tofeoye.tfiie Stone

Age—*iot yeti at least

BidSefifpreweil for npyi/ •

and head to the Time :

Gqtein the
t
Mystic ^

Mountains. :.

"

Use Ayla's Rdjlo Kick and

Crono's Cyclone. Also, the'

Lightning spell can break

down N's defense. Follow up

with the strong Ice Sword,

the Nizster has 4,500 HP.

; Azqlq will run after the bat-

tle with NizbeL

BACK TO THE END
At tfte End ofT/mej visit

Sfiekkio and learn some

new magic, then return to

Mediha^A.D.1000} -

where Melchior fixes the

Mqsamune using the
".'•

Dream Stone. Now, Frog

will rejoin Crono's team.'
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CZX

F—

p£J.

Armed with the Masamune, return to the Cursed Woods and recruit

Frog. It's time to begin your quest to trackdown Magus, Begin by enter-

ing the Magijc Cave, which is a tunnel to Magus'* Castle.

THE SWORD^ AND THE STONE

AN HEROIC FROG
Now that Frog is back oh Crono's team, the

group must pass through the Magic Cave,

which eventually leads them to Magus's Castle*

You'll have to win three major bat-

lies and beat over 1 00 enemies

before you actually get to face

Magus.
.

^Destinations
^TheEndofTime

Talk to the old. mart at
n, The.End of Timeatid. -

W show him the Dream
| Stone. V;-

;. ./
.<

'}

Q

Medina
Return to Medina, Head
for Melchior's Hut.

Melchior's Hut
Melchior repairs the
broken Masamune Using

the Dream Stone you

jj
found in 65;06G»0pb B.C.

The End of Time
n Now head back to the
4 Cursed Woods in AD.
j]
600 to recruit Frog.;

,

Cursed Woods
n: After Frog rejoins your

"

"•- team, visit SpekViO'ati

jj The 'End ofTime to get
„, rrtagieal abilities for Frog.

n Magic Cave .

"FhiS ,cave is really a tun-

hel that leads directly to
Magus's Castle. Proceed
with caution.

Magus's Castle
| The castle looms dark
rt arid, menacing: against "

u the mOom Slash, Flea

and Ozzie lurk inside.



A SECRET PASSAGE
The Masamune has incredible powers. It

can open the entrance of the Magic Cave

ifyou go east from Fionar
s Villa to the

mountains near the sea. Frog reveats a

tunnel that leads under the waves to

Mdgus's Lair.

Things To Do
,U With the restored Masamune, Frog can™ open the sealed Magic Cave that leads

toMagus'sOastle.

Q| Defeat the enemies here to make-the™ Gremlin appear.

. 3i.Readthe.messageframthes0lcjier.lt
"'

,-r
vvill tell you aboutwhat lies ahead.

Treasures
MagicRing

Enemies
1 Vamp, 2 Gremlins

2 Vamps, -I Gremlins

J*j 5 Gremlins

2 Vamps, 2 'Gremlins GO TO THE

WARLOCK'S LAIR

Before entering Magus's castle, visit the rnqfr

J<et in one of the mainland towns to stock up

on items. Frog will, master Water magic if you

take him to visit Spekkio< The magic comes in

very handy against Magus.



StepIS

MagusVCasfle
Magus is the evil force that has tormented people for years. When you
approach his castle, you'll see that it's a formidable structure, suitable

for the magician who lives there. ,

HOME ALONE?
Could this be a trap for Crono

and his team? When you begin

to explore the castle, there's

nobody to be found-—or is

there?

OZZIE'S TRICKS
Ozzie's back,

and he's

brought an

army of 100 .

henchmen with

him. Get ready

for a mega-bai-

tie' royale.

Follow Qziie

: through rqomqfier room'ofkheca!Xle,bui

beware of hidden traps and qp^er surprises. After

all of that, ypu*ll-s^ll.iiayeMpgus'^^c&'-^the-

end..

Destinations
^ Two Doors -

,|] Two doors lead from of
n the mairv Hall of the cas-
11 tie. One leads. to
(1 Slash and one leads to

n Three Battles
• Ther;e are three: bosses.

[j
tp defeat before facing

.

Magus—Slash,. Flea and
th'en Qtj\& hirnsehV '''-.'

.1 Magus .

.

'

:[] After sending Ozzie' to .',

•:. his makers yoU'llhavei to .

U hunt down Magus, vlf you
n Win,_ypu'll- warp, back to

.

the Stone Age! .''

;

Talk to every body aodthen,.'

look for a shining'warp point

. at trie tqp of.the stairs'.

JJ Dead fjghters;are hard to

_*';defeat.
;

tJs.e,rnagic.onthern.'

Treasures

Jk When you get here, the
,**F enemy you see'isratreaily

.'. Flea.^wie-rea] flea appears
when^ygudefeat the fake

.' one; ''
'•

-"•.'":'
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SLASH
Crorib and Frog team up to per-

form the X-Strike which causes up

to 500 HP worth ofdamage with

each attack. Beating Slash earns

you the Slasher sword.

Enemies
4 Henches,; 2 Vamps

I Omnicrone, 4 Decedents

1 Qmnicrone, 4 Decedents

5 Decedents

Slash

4 Shadows

2 Heriches, 2 Vamps, I Sorcerer

2. Hen.ebes, 2 Vamps, I Sorcerer

2 Henches, 2 Vamps, I Sorcerer

'Flea

!'-"/

. :*.

"ftM|

.

1
the. first Flea you face is

just a fake. Use attacks

such as Blade Toss, Max
Cyclone arid X-Strike. Heal

your party after Flea's poyy-

erful magic attacks,
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RUN AFTER 0ZZ1E
Chase after Ozzie until you catch

up to him. Don't attack him direct-

ly. Instead, look for other things in

the room that

you can target

Eventually, Ozzie

will fall into one

of his own traps.

Ozzie's Ice Shield

is strong, but he

has weaknesses

you can exploit

Things ToDo
.Ak Ozzie is unaware of-your fights with Flea and Slash.
^^ He'll call for them, butthey'Hnever arrive.

JB Ozzie's constructed a maze of blades. To avoid^ them, you'll heedprecise timing.

EA Look out for trap doors. OzzieS been expecting~ you. He can be so much funat parties.

^i Ozzie's not the only target.here. Hit everything butm̂ Ozzie and he will be caught by one of his own traps:

J34 Deep inside the castle you'll meetMagus himself.™ Are you ready to rumble?

Treasures
2 Mist
Robes
Dark Mail

Doom
Finger

Speed Belt

Revive
Magic Scarf
Lapis
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CHAINS
. S RETURN

Instead of attacking Ozzie,

concentrate on the points

where the cursor stops on

the chains. Notice that

Ozzie takes damage even

when you don't.hithim.

-

-

-

Enemies
2 Henches

[jj 2 Henches, 2 Grimalkins

2 HeneheSj 2 Sorcerers

2 Henches, 2 Grimalkins, 2 Sorcerers

I Vamp, I Roly, I Juggler

I Juggler, I Roly, I Vamp

0. 6 Decedents

3 UP!
'

I Outlaw, I Roly Bomber; I Juggler

1 Juggler, I Roly Bomber, I Outlaw

2 Outlaws, 2 Groupies

2 Outlaws, 2 Jugglers

4 Jugglers

2 Outlaws

2 Outlaws, I Juggler

iTl 2 Outlaws, I Juggler, -2. Flunkies

yy' 2 Outlaws, I Juggler, 2 Flunkies

6 Vamps

Ozzie

Magus

MAGUS'S WEAKNESS
Watch for Magus's weakness to appear on

trie message bar, then use ihqi

magic against him- Frog's

Masamtine attacks reduce

Magus's MP. The warlock

has tiwer 6,000 HP, so you

should go in

with plenty

ofMid

Tonics.

M rig.u s (ft**" ,

-

K 22 3 : 3 4 ;

<

I HI

Things ToDo
Use Lightnihq.2 against the Vamps and Rolys youencounter asyou
ellrrib upward into the castle's tower. The elevatotedrop off addition-

al enemies. Try to avoid battles. When Outlawsand-Jugglers attack,

try to defeat the Outlaws first. -
•>;

'>'•"':•
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Step16

Forward to the Past
Crono's adventure is only beginning. There's a lot more in store for this

young hero! After defeating Magus, Crono has a strange dream that

includes Marie as his wife. The next thing Crono and his teammates
know, they're back in the Prehistoric era.

_-.fi

^Destinations
Magus's Castle

| Defeat Magus in the

I
tower and 7

you'll hear
h the eyi|?one rant about

Magus manages to-wiL-Lavos
K
biA-^ephe'-d1es,''i^cB§.'- .' ^

°s '

:

blows his cool. The resulting explosion sends Crono and[} Dream World '.

company into another time-^the prehistoric era. Go to a 9^!%* ;

dream >';%%&
ii: i u n j / I-'' ^l-'-k r Li thinks he (

the Laruba Rums ana meet up again with Ayla.

V1

ff

; '

'.:<

.

Av

can see into

n the future.-

j,Laruba Village
j Back in prehistoric .

h times, you'll find the
n village of Laruba
"destroyed.

f

W j£

tl
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MARRIED WITH CHILLS
While in the dark, GroriO' hears a soft voice. lsitMarle?lsCrono seeing

a glimpse into his future, or is this,

some type of trick? Only time will

tell, but for now, Crono must wake

up and face other challenges.
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:gfS3 Step17

g Unnatural Selection?
Reptrtes torched the once-pleasant village of Laruba, and now Ayla is

§™P steaming. Crono must follow her to the northern mountains and the

gT<g>jj Dactyl Nest. Then they all fly offto storm Tyrano Lair.

- ...

£'?i^P £KjElBi

DACTYL AIR
Ear/y air travel consisted

of brave men and

women climbing on

Dactyls' backs and not

looking down. Guide the

flapping flyers to the

Tyrano Lair in the south-

east, where you'll fight

Azala.

Enemies
1 Cave ape, 2 Schists

2 Avian Rex

3 Schists

2 Cave Apes, Schists

1 Cave Ape, 2 Schists

2 Avian Rex

NEW ITEMS

Before traveling to Laruba

Village and discovering the dis-

aster that has taken place, be

sure to gather information

about trading for goods. You

can make some great deals for

armor that will protect your

party in the battle ahead; and

the price is right

Destinations
Laruba Ruins

[j When you reach Laruba

; „ . Village, all that remains is

U ashes, and your pal, Ayla,

Dactyl Nest
J Head for the Dactyl

Nest and try some new
transportation.

D Tyrano Lair
n Rescue Kino, explore
d the castle, fight Nizbel II

[]
and, finally, Azala's Black
Tyrano.

v ' .

ililHIr--

Treasures
Mid Ether

Mid Tonic

Meso Mail
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RESCUEKINO
Go straight up through the open skull

mouth on the right, then go down Vie

stairs. Defeat the Reptiles and break

Kino out ofjail. Follow Kino backup the

stairs to the top, and allow him to open

up the left skull mouth for you. Be ready

to fight more Reptites, then save your

game. The fight with Nizbel II is about .

to begin!

Enemies
[fij 2 Cave Apes, I Repti

QH 2 Reptites

, [|3
"
2 Reptites

I 3 Reptites

8 . 1 Terrasaur, I Reptite

I Cave Ape,. hReptite

I Avian Rex1
J
m

3 Reptites

2 Volcanoes, I Reptite

2 Reptites, I Avian Rex

Q|vStep:oh trie center switch to acti-

8
""* vate aSave Spot, then walk up and

press A to open the door.

if -,
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j

11

JD

I Volcano, I Terrasaur, I Reptite

|
Avian 'Rex^ I Reptite, I Volcano

t Terrasaur

1 Reptite, I Megasaur

2 Reptites, 2 Volcanoes

1 Avian Rex, I Terrasaur

2 Avian Rexes

I
Volcano, I Avian Rex

[ Terrasaur, I Avian Rex

1 Terrasaur

2 Terrasaurs

Nizbellll

Azala arid. the Black Tyrano'

loB'TetK iftyln 92 "52:
• Ite« t-lm- le 3 a : SO •

THE FALL OF AZALA
Azala and Black Tyrano will attack Black Tyrano's Blaze Attack is

dangerous, so beware. Focus your attacks oh Azala first When
Azala and the Tyrano have been beaten,,Lavos Will crash down

from outer space and strike tine earth near Tyrano Lair. Wtthih

the ruins of Tyrano Lair, you will discover a new Tims Gate.



lioooac

Explore a hew World in the sides above the frozen earth

of 12,000 B.C. The kingdom ofZeal awaits.

ii.

4 LAND BRIDGE
When you first transport from

Terra Continent via a series of

Warp points, you'll land on the

southwest tip of the Land Bridge.

JfENHASA
East ofyour landing point is the

village of Enhasa, You'll uncover a
secret by opening books in this

small town.

Market
Tonic .... . . . . .10

Mid Tonic .....100

Full Tonic . : ,-
. .700

Ether ....... .800

Heal 10

Revive . . . .200

Shelter . .... .150

& LAND BRIDGE
from this point on the Land

Bridge, you'll transport down to

the island north ofofthe one

you started oh.

4LANDBRIBGE
Another series of warps will take

you from the north island to the

island where Zeal Palace stands.

^RAJAR
Visit the quaint village ofKajar

Before entering thecavesthat

lead to the legendary Zeal Palace.

& THE CAVES
Inside the cave, a series of
strange light beams will trans-

port you to the castle that tow-

ers above.

& ZEAL PALACE
Zeal Palace itself stands on the Up of
the mountain. It is- a mysterious place

that is the source ofmany rumors.

Market Heal ...... .10
Tonjc. ...... 10 Revive. ... .200
Mid Tonjc . . 100 Shelter 150

Full Tonic . . 700 Ether , . , . .800

BLACKMB
This large airship is unable to fly

the first time Crono'steam visits

this area. Later, the Blackbird

turns out to be Do/ton's base.

Step 18

Go to Zeal-Palace anduse the Mammon Machine to power up Marie's Pendant.

Find and defeat Golem, then get thrown but of the palace. Use the Pendant to

opensealed doors and chests.

Step 20
Go to Terra Cave oh the Terra Continent. Enter, defeat the Mud Imp andBeasts,
then climb MountWoe to battle Giga Gaia and rescue Melchior.
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£ PASSAGE CAVE
The Passage Cave is actually a

time-transcending link to the

TyranoLairin 65,000,000 B.C.

« SKYWAY
The Skyway on the east side of
Terra Continent is your ticket to

the Land Bridge that floats in the

sky above.

JttS
When you transport from

the north end of the Land

Bridge, you'll emerge at the

Skyway here.

® m ®

Go north, to this Skyway to trans-

port your party to the floating

island that holds Zeal Palace.

* TERRA CAVE
Terra Cave is Where the people Of
Terra Continent live. Although Crono

can't go there when he first arrives,

he can visit on his second trip.

H MOUNTAIN OF WOE
Climb the chain and defeat Giga Gala,

then receive a knife from Melchior.

Step 21
Teleport.back to Zeal Palace and find-Dalton, the queen's wizard. Pit your party

against this formidable foe.

Step 22
Warp to the Ocean Palace, to battle the Golem Twins and Lavos himself. In the
end, you'll lose Cropo from your party.

Step 23
Get kidnapped by Dalton in the LastVillage and go aboard his airship, the
Blackbird. Find and re-equip your weapons and items.

Event 3
To make the Sunken Desert appear in A.D. 600, tell a woman in Zeal Palace to

plant her plant If she burns it, the desert will not appear.

After The Fall

After the fall of the Ocean
Palace, Schdla teleports the sur-

vivors Ofyour party to the Last

Village. Visit the Market to

restock your supply af items.

You can also pick up some ,

powerful new weapons:

Market
Star Sword. .

.

Sonic Arrow .

Shock Wave.

.

Kaiser Arm .

.

Rune Blade .

.

Hurricane . .

.

Aeon Suit. . .

.

Aeon Helmet.

25,000
10,000
11,000
21,000
24,000
35,000
. 9,000
. 7,800

Tonic . . ,

.

Mid Tonic

,

Full Tonic .

Heal.....
Revive . .

.

Shelter .
."

.

Ether ....
Mid Ether.

....--. 10

...100

...700

.... 10

. . . 200

. . : 150

...800
.2;000
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Step18

•

AsCrono and his pals emerge from the portal in the Tyrano Lair ruins,

they find themselves in 12,000 B.C. in the midst ofa furious storrn. Nlake

your way to the Sky Bridge, Which Will transport the group up to Ehhasq.

~:r::_:

^3

C3

Destinations
Enhasa ..'•..':;:..''•",'•

;
.

, In Enhasa, find :tn^. hidden
X? room,: jfoen read th©

II three, .bq'&fo in order.to'

open th,e: door before
OgoingtorKajar.;;

Kajar
.'J,:;

: -' : -
: '

Talk to people arid read
books to open another

1] hidden passage. '

Zeal Palace
- Meet- up with Schala and
J lanus at the palace. Use;

| rlafle's'penflaht to open :

up the sealed door.

Enemies
6Nus Things TpDo

JA Go to
i thetoom in the upper right and .

open the book ofWater.

ja- Next, go to the ropm in the upper left™ to open the book.of Wind.

^:FinaOy,go'tothe~desknear.trie .
,

- entranGe.andopen the book of Fire to

uncover a hidden-passage.

\M Ghallenge;the Nu. It will splihter.into

six Nus: Whenyou defeat them, you'll;

ea[h~a Magic Tab and a Speed Tab.



-—' — - —"

—
— :

Things To Do
JA Go to the room in the upper left and

open the book of Water.

^ Goto"the table in the JoweP rightand-

open the book of Wind;

J3i Open the hook of Fire, which is near
.

the ISIu in the middle of the Kajar.
;

A} Go.thrbugh.the secret passage to getw
the Black Rock.

SCRATCH THE NU
The Nu in the palace has an itchthat.he can't scratch. If

you agree to scratch his back, he becomes your friend Later,

you can scratch another Nu's back id win a Magic Tab,

THE BLACK ROCK Treasures
To obtain the Black Rock in Kajar,

you must locate the room behind

the bookshelves. Reading the

books in order is the key to

opening the passageway into the

secret room. The rnagical powers

ofCrono's team are strong, but

the people who live in Kajar

posses their own magic, which

they believe is superior. See what
you can learn from these people

as you explore this unknown terri-

tory. You can also buy and sell

items here. The nice thing about ,

your visit to Kajar is that you

won't have to take part in any

battles.- Here, exploration is

important

Black Rock



THEEAtACE
Intrigue and danger greet your party when they arrive at Zeal Palace. The

queen is not herself and evil lurks nearby. The queen wants a palace in the

ocean at the source of magic

Things ToDo
ig Talk to Schalaand Janus, then follow

*"* Sehala wheri.she.leaves. Watch her use her

, Pendant to open the door at G.

; oi Face theMammon Machine and.press A to;™ power up Marie's Pendant. ,

:_ai Use Marle'.spowered-up Pendant toopen™ the.sealed door, then enter to meet Daltpn.

,M Fightthe Golem that Dalton:sics on you,™ Watch ouffor his Iron Drb--it can sap half

of a charaGter's'HP with bneuse.-Use Magic
to protect against it.

"'',''



^1?;;; /;:*;,laiii

.
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StepNo.19

a

(W3CJ

. 5

C. J

GZ3

CO

Go to the Aiystic M0MMQlns) :aridrr&Ufn'.po''llh(e'.^d':0f.^ttte. Ffom there,

visit 4,D. 2300 and enter theJSewer Access located next to the(Arris

DpmeV The
:

Epoch {the time hiachihej is in the Keeper's Dome,

POWER PENDANT
Thedoors and treasure chests that

were Qgee'segifecfcon; now be opened

since yourpmdant. has been pottered

up in Zeal. Return to the many loca-

tions you've already visited to find hid-

den secrets.

Sewer:Access
Things ToDo
u Trip the switch to open the door^ on the other side ofthedrajri.

Q| Take the hidden tupnel to a door™ out of sight oh the right.
, :

ji* Flipthe switch here to make
.™ twtthewbradgeffappear

4A BecarefuM If'ybu^top to pick
r arivrffifhrriln pnpmipsvuill att;

End ofTime :>

| Wherl you return to

ri,*i^E.h^W.TiilS'fi5''"'i}f|v:'

u Elder will provide a '•'

,'hv yiluabje clue.;' ,\:

H'Proto Dome^fl
v Within Proto Dprrie;

1 you can repair robots.

Yo.Lf'lj also pp able to
I find a Time Gate.

'

I Race Johnny on thei)et

~ Bike or take alone nijt^

B through'.the tunnel.

* .Sewer;Access ;./;•:f
|j If a switchvisohiyou ?'

_ may be able;to tkke.a:

I shortcut. .

.'•'

* Keeper's Dome
| Use narle's Pendant4p

open the sealed doorsiv
w ifiside'tbe borne.
«; behind one, you'll find

,» the.Epoch,, a high-fly i rig

| time machine;

ill

anything up, ene)Tiies will attack, fj

Enemies
2 Nereids

2 EgderSj I, Nereid

2 Egders, I Nereid

3 Nereids

I 4 Nereids

I Rat, 2 Nereids

3 Nereids

Sjr Krawlie

'[£ 2 Egders
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SIRKRAWUE
This slug of a guardian slithers trough the Sewer^Access

waiting for potential heroes to tramp by. He's easyxo

defeat but it may take awhile.



$ ¥©D>©
, U Use.Marle's Pendant to open the~ sealed door.

2A Stop to pick up a Magic Tab where™ ypu see this shihing'Jspot.

ja Use the Pendant again to open the™ setond sealed door.'-:

Talk to theNu to findout allabout

the Epoch.

lAGICt&B
Ta/<e ^e. Epod) to the Keeper's Dome qnd go to location 2 on the

-abdye mafi. there ypifil find a Mqgic.tab. Take it now, because you

chrft get it later,-
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Step 20

ra.'

C%3

The Gutu On Mt. Woe
Once he has the Epoch* Crono should return to Terra Cave and go up !

~"
7
"""~""~"" "

the chain to Moiint Woe, where the Giga Gqia lurks. If you win the bqtjtle

with the beast, you'll'a/so find' Schala and Melchior.

Market
demon Edge .

Gomet Arrow
Mega Blast. ..

Megaton Arm.
Flash Blade. .

.

Lcirnin Robe.'.

Flash Mail..,,

Glow Helrriet.

17,000

; 7,800

.9,800
1 5,000

18,000

.6,500

; 8,500

.2,300

Tonic .

Mid Tonic.

Full Tonic

.

Heai ;;.

Revive ..;

5 Shelters.

Ether .

.10
100

700
.10
200
150

800

VILLAGE CHAT
The Villagers reveal thai Melchior can be

found at the top ofMt Woe. He'll give

you the Ruby Knife if you defeat Giga

Gaiq. With the knife in hand, Crono can

destroy the Marhmon Machine.

m

Destinations
Q Terra Cave .

. n You will be told that the chains -

in Terra Cave connect it with'

Mt. Woe. Strap on your ciimb-

V. .ing-sho.es.

n Beast Lair
J
Atthe Beast Lair, kill the two
beasts and continue up the

| chains to Mt. Woe.

n Mt. Vfoe ,-

Atth'e; top>pf the mountain,

0. conquer Giga Gaia, then gettbe

Ruby Knife from Melchior.

Terra Cave
Schala wjll be kidnapped by

Dalton and whisked away.

Soon, you will lose an even

closer ally.
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BLOWS

Enemies
[]y.'2 Beasts" -'.

:fl 2- Beasts .;'.

HP] Mud Imp, Blue Beast,^ Red.Beast

Now; Crpno. and his;friends face the /mp and 'j&

beasts. Use regular attacks and the Cube Toss

against the Red Beast, then turnto'ihe Blue Beast

With Volt Bite and regular attacks. The Imp'
escapes once the beasts have been defeated.

Ayla can steal the Rainbow Helmet
from the Red Beast, The Imp hasa
Speed Tab and the Blue Beast has'
the MermaidGap.

,j^ Stnp;at the shop and buy items and weapons. The shopkeeper has a aoodsupplv ofuseful things.

japStop at the Terra Cave Ihn aiidTest your partyhefofe'explotirig the area arid talking to the
-

^^ pe.dple,
:

-.
: '

"

''.'''.;

Jji Enter the-Beast's Lair and battle the brawny-inhabitants there; They're big a'n'tfbad.

THE CMIM GANG
Follow ihe chain up to Mount Woe, whereiQga Gala plots, your downfall, the

chain forms bridges that lebd you upward. Croho< and crew'must first take out the.

Imp and his Beasts before dscendingto the moUntainyWhehyQuredch the Save

Spot near the beginning ofthe climb, heal up.your party and save the game.



EARNINGTP POINTS

Characters earn tech Points every t/rrie they

,

defeat enernies in battle, Once a character1

accumulates enoughi jbjj/hts, lie or she earns

a new battle or heal technique. This is one

reason for you to, use all ofyour party mem-
bers. Dual apd Triple techniques become,

available once characters earni the> appropri-

ate Single Techniques. .-',:

By the time youreach the

top of Mt. Woe,;all of your
characters should have a s

level of 30. '

ThingsTo O©
,

AA Earn TechPoihts'by fighting foes on
>* Mount Woe.

Enemies
1 Rubble •

2 Bantam Imps

1 Rubble

2 Bantam Imps

2 Gargoyles

2 Bantam Imps, I Gargoyle

1 Rubble

4 Gargoyles

2 Bantam: Imps

2 Stone Imps, 2 Gargoyles

2 Bantam Imps, 2 Gargoyles

1 Rubble

4 Gargoyles

4 Maneaters

.3 Gargoyles

2 Maneaters, 4 Gargoyles

I Rubble

3 Gargoyles

Giga Gaia .

Treasures
Lode Helmet . Lode Vest
2 Shields '3 Barriers

2 Lapis 2 Full Ethers

Shelter Time Hat
Magic Tab

1 1:,t»ck : Oil' 'f Ca n -1 us eg tech s* ar items

!
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In the end, itturns outthat

,the guru onMt, Woe fs

your o)d friend, Melchior,

,

-who;0'nce again hfelps the
cause bylgiViricfyoiia •".':

Special weajjqn. Pie Ruby
v

fete can destroy the
Mammon Machine: ,.'

BANielONPAGAIA
Grono, Pyla and Made make' thebest team. Destroy



Step 21

What LiesBeyond?
There is no rest in store for Crono. In this episode, he returns to Zeal

Palacei/n pursuit of"Dalion, who. has kidnbppedSchala. .

CHASE DALTQN DOWN
Crono managed to rescue Melchiorfrom Dalion, but he

certainly wasn't going to stick around for any more of"h/s

antics. Before pursuing him, return to Terra Village and

talk to everyone. The villagers will be relieved that Giga

Gaiawill no longer be a threat, and some ofthem will

have advice for you. Just before Da/ton swept her away,

Schald broke the seal that had enclosed Zeal Palace. Your

next order ofbusiness will be to return to the palace and

fmdDalton. Begin by finding the first Skyway :sou,theasi of

Terra Cave.

c Destinations
^Skyway
(J
Go from Terra Cave to'

the Skyway in the soijth-

east. Telepprt from

p there to thhasa, on a
u floating island. .

:g , ... •:•

n
Land Bridge

D VValkup from cnhasa to
-n a Warp that will take,
" you back to earth. Go
[]

straight- up.to another

Skyway
Take the Skyway to

.§; another, larger floating

n island. Telepbrt through

Vthe caves to reach Zeal
Palace. -

;

.

'

* BACKfO ZEAL PALACE

Schalq broke the seal Go back to

Zeal Palace, teleporting between

Skyways, Land Bridges and, earth

until you reach the cave leading

iothepalaee.



WHAT MIS warn

Enter^e Queen's chambers and prepare to battle Dafton, This wizard knows

iris magic—to beat him, youmust mfip-J^a^ai^^^'^^t^^^^^^i'-
Dalton's Iron 6a// attack cats a characters HP in half instantly Courtier With

attacks like ice
2 '-dhd^tik

:1^er^^n:yoU^beai-r)^,:heW'op^ a telepOrtpath

to theOcean Palace

The $0, ^o^m^^otp. Is a contrary sort Ifyou answer ^es"

when he asks if you'ribuy'mg, he won't sell, but ifpu answer

"ho" when he asks, he'll sell his goods. Heioffersthe expensive

items that top the list only a^ryoudefeai^eGga^qia. -

.

', Market .

.

; .

Alloy./. ...21,000 '':

Big Hand. .18,000
Pearl Edge . 22,000;

Lode Vest. . .8,500 .

Lode Helmet 6;500
Tonic. . . ... . .10
Mid Tonic .... 100
Full Tonic. .... .700
Heal ::.::v... 10 .

Revive ; . . . . .-.-. 200
Shelter . . . ... 150 .

Ether. ...... .800

jr
" lmmpm&

n Owned

n EE'tju ipped
O

<\ 17 M.i Ecf g e 2-20,U U :

;

rn^ode .'Viei-t': asuq; [

VN_ode Helm 650;p
To n vc l

Q

Mid To n i c i PQ
Full Tonic 7DO

: 33 V IS V 77
142 1515 <B W5
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Step 22

The Ocean Palace is a complex, floating maze, there are many switches

to trip,.dnd'it's sometimes hajrdtb tell what a switch does before'you flip

it The enemies here are powerful and plenty.

j

L § ... j

°Destmahons
^ Zeal Palace
As soon as you defeat

„ ,Daltor>, a warp zone
u- leading to the Ocean
n Palace will appear. Step

in to transport. r
'

'

'"•:."
:
.-

Ocean Palace
U Eventually, you'll meet
•n Lav.bs in a brutal battle
1J

that is doomed from the
beginriinfr. He will

destroy tronb.

The Last Village
The team awakes in the
Last Village—without
Cronos Seek help from
the; Elder on the

:

north
jl end of the Commons

Things To Do
Make bridges appear by activaf1

ing all switches.

Treasures j

Rune Blade
.;Aepn 'Suit ':;"'

; Aeon Helmet
Kaiser Arm
Sonic Arrow:
Star Sword
:Elixer\

' ';,;'

Derpon Hit
Magic Tab

SWITGHON
throughout the Ocean Palace you will cf/s-

coyer switches. Turn on switch I toacii-

Ydte the bridge to enter location 3 onthe
map. Use switch 2 to eventually reach 4
bn the map, and'actjvate switch 5 to pass

throughfat point 7.
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2 Scouts

3Red Scouts v ....

2 Scouts -.."'"

2 Blue Scouts / .

I Mage, 2 Scouts

1 jinn, I Barghest

2 Red Scouts, I Mage .
/

2 Blue Scouts

I Mage,. I Blue Scout, I Red Scout

I Mage , I Blue Scout; I Red Scout

1 Red Scout

I Mage, I Blue Scout, I Red Scout

1 Mage, I Blue Scout, . I Red.Scout

IJihn, I. Barghest:

2 Blue Scouts, I Mage
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GET THE DEMON HIT

Enter this section from H and follow the

path to the leftside oftherootn. Work yotir

way to the bottom and proceed through the

hidden passage at point 6. There's a hidden

treasure chest with the Demon Hit inside.

Blue Seoul; I Red -Scout; I Thrasher

2 Mages, 2 Thrashers

4 Thrashers

Jy 2 Thrashers, 2 Lashers

j.XJ ^ Thrashers, 2 Lashers

Jinn,. I Barghest

PICKUP THE MMCTAB
Go through K and find a ledge atthetopofan empty

elevator shaft. Later you'll be\ab\e to take an elevator

back to K. Look for the small sparkle of a Magic Tab on

theleft ;

Chrohb Trigger



Enemies
"

y|j I Blue Scout, 2 Scbutsi T Mag^

^ I Jinn, I Barghest, 3 Thrashers

J3 '% Mages, 2 Lashers, I Scout

j
IB 2 Scouts, 2 Blue Scouts, 2 Red Scouts

jJJ
2 Scouts, I Blue Scout, I Red Scout

y§ I Scout, I Blue Scout, I Red Scout

Jjl Golem Twins

B Lavps
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TWIN SWITCHES
You'll Have to trip two important switches to make a bridge form

through the center ofwe roomrFirs% go around to fae left, enter the

Moor in we upper left corner, and flip the wall switch there. Next, go
back down and around to reach theroom in the upper right corner. Flip

we switch there to create the bridge.
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ThingilbEk>
^Hit-thesWitch to start thejelevator.

,

J Flip the switches to activate the square.

^ Step on this squaretbcreate a bridge.

,4ADaltonreappears/this time with the

-Golem Twins,who launch an'attack. .

When you-trounce the twins„Dalton will

disappear again. Go straightup through

the dopr to theMamnigrflvlachine.

J^i A Nu waits here. Go straight upcast
"theNu to,meet Schala, Queen Zeal, and

: other scientists waitirighy the

Mammon MaGhina ••

THE END FOR CROND?

Watch as Queen Zeal performs a strange ritual with the Marrimon

Machine. Crono will try to destroy the machine with the Red Knife, but it

won't work Layos will then appear to attack with a vengeance. He will

defeat your party xind

destroy Crono. You'll have

to continue without hicn—

for the tinie being.

<a2&»

Chrono Traeaer
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Step 23

TheNew King
With Crono gone, things look dismal, but the situation takes turn for the

worse when Dalton takes the rest of the group prisoner aboard his formi-

dable flying fortress, the Blackbird, and rolos them of their worldly goods.

ESCAPE THE BLACKBIRD
Return to Last Village and talk to the chief, When you do,

Dalton will appear. He will then capture the team and

take all of their magic, items and money. They'll awake on

board die Blackbird, locked in a room, the first order of

business it to retrieve everyone's

goods. Until you do, Ayla, who uses

no weapons, will be the only one

who can fight Find an exit by crawl-

ing into die air duct

j

Destinations
n Last Village
p When you go to the
Li Last Village and talk to;.

j] the elder, you'll be'cap-

-

n tured and taken aboard
" the Blackbird.

| Blackbird
n Add;Ayla to your party,
U then search for each
G character's stqlen goods

[]
by traveling thrbugrv the

n air ducts". .

The Left Wing
Explore the Blackbird's

left wing to fin'd.;the :

Golem Boss, a wimpy
beast that's afraid of

heights. ;

The Crash
| After the Golem Boss

departs, you'll meet
'

! Palton Plus! When you
I defeat him, the .

.

A Blackbird will crash. •

THE NU'S SHOP
When you leave the Commons, you'll find three

shelters. In one of them, a Nu has set up shop.

You can buy valuable goods from him, and you

can also pick up the Magic Tab that's hidden

behind him if you wait for him to leave.

PUT AYLA ON YOUR TEAM
IfAyla isn't part ofyour traveling team, add her before you leave the

locked room. She's a barefisted fighter. None of pie other characters

can fight the enemies
:

you'll encounter while

you're searching for

Nintendo Player's Guide
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2 Bashers

2 Bashers

6 Bashers

3 Bashers

I Byte

1 Byte

2 Bashers, I Byte

I Basher, I Byte

I Basher

I Byte

GET YOUR STUFF BA^
The team must explore the ship by crawling

through the air duct system to recover their,

stolen goods. You'll find them in containers at

points I, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Defeat the Bashers,

then take them.

Ghrono Trigger



Enemies
|g I Turret.

^J]
[Turret

|
1 Turret

[ Turret

I Turret

2Q I Turret V:

[71 Golem Boss,

GOLEMBOSS

Go out onto the left wing to meet the Golem Boss. It is,

of course, very windy outside the moving ship, so you'll

have to run or you won't get anywhere. You'll find the

Golem Boss in the lower left corner. He's not as. tough as

he looks. He's afraid of heights, so he'll eventually leave

on his own even ifyou don't attack him.

DALTON PLUS

Next on the list is Dalton Plus. He uses the deadly Iron

Ball weapons that cut your HP in half in one fell swoop,

and he counters your attacks: Ifyou use Fire, he^ll use

Water. :."'] '- ^'V

Happenings
When you beat Dalton Plus, you'll win the Epoch back, and you'll dis-

cover that Dakon has made some improvements to it, He added

wings, so now you can not only fly around the Overworld maps but

also fly between time periods with-

out having to go toth6 End of

Time. Press the Y Button to access

a clock screen and use the Control

Pad to select your destination in

time. In the blink ofan eye; you

can span centuries. Time travel

has just gone first class!
'
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The Events
e

1

LJ

The second part of

Chrpno Trigger, and the

last half of the Player's

]

Guide, follows the events

that come after Crono is

lost to the party. These

Events don't have to fol-

low one after the other,as

the Steps did. Some
Events won't help you

complete the game itself,

but they may change the

ending or earn you spe*

cial items. Although

Crono

isn't with

you at the

nning

of these

Events, you

can win

him back early

in this section.
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Ewentl
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TheTime
The prst Event takes you pn^.^e-'i^yilloge^^'^tite North Cape in

pursuit of"a mysterious man. Fly there in the Epochs

TALK TO THE VILLAGERS
Return to> tfre bast Village and talk to the people there.

You'll learn that Maguslis still[.ajty&H&jsjin.fgQ/wditjng

aithe North Gape, seeking revenge.-

^Destinations
North Cape

n Meet Magus, thehigo.to

jj
the End. of Time to get

D the Ghrorio Trigger.
"

.

*

"} From there, return to

n Leene Square.

Leene Square
i Go to>;the fair and bet

I 40 Silver Points ;6h the

n game in the fenj of

-H Horrors. Go to Grono's
h -for your prize;. \ -

Death Peak
Go to the Keepers ".

Dome and talk to : the *

Nu. VVhen it activates

the program,. climb*

Death Peak;

MABUS LIVES!

Its. decision time^—'Fight

Magus or tisk him tojoin

you. Ifyou choose to fight,

he'll break the spell on

Frog and- you'll get to see

him change back into his

human form at the end of

the game. When defeat-

ed, Magus disappears (Or ,

good. If; instead, he joins

you, you'll have a powerful

ally, but Frog will remain

under the spell. '.('.

be a . ufay
i ,\o b riln

g

: h im . b a c

k
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TALK TO GASEAR
Return to The End of Time and talk to the old man who* as

Magus tells you, is fcnpyyn as Gaspar; the Guru o£Time, He'll give

you the Chrono trigger, but you; must:figure out hoy/-to use it

THE SECRET OF THE CHRONO TRIGGER WIN THE CRONO CLONE
Caspar tells you to* ask the

one who gave you the Epoch

hoy*'to hatch the Time Egg

(Chrono Trigger), so returnJo .

the Keeper's Dome and talk

to the Nu. He'll tell you that

you need to find a Crono Clone in order to get Crono

back. To get a Clone, return to the Millennial Fair.

At Leene Square, visit the Tent of
Horrors and bet 40 Silver Points

to play a game of Simon Says.

The prize is a Crono Clone, but

you'll have to go Crono's house to

pick the Clone up when you win.

If you're short on Silver Points, go

fight Gato a few times to earn more. Once you

have the Clone, return to the Nu in the Keeper's

Dome to find out what to do next

DEATH PEAR AWAITS
When you return to the Keeper's Dome with both

Chrono Trigger and Clone, the Nu will activate a pro-

.

gram that makes Death Peak accessiblp. Leave the

dome and trek north to the snow covered peak. This

climb will be unlike any challenge the team has met so

far. Be prepared to brave the extreme elements.
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WILD WINDS
It's breezy on Death Peak. Run up and stand below

the Pbyozo Doll until the wind dies down,;then run up

and stand behind pie tree directly above until the next

gust passes.

THREE DIG BATTLES
You must defeat three Lavos

Spawn on your way to the sum-

mit Attack their heads only—if .

you attack their bodies, they'll \

respond with a devastating

onslaught ofneedles. When you

defeat the third spawn, its shell

will remaih when the rest;of it

disappears: Follow the advice of

the Pbyozo: Push it dp to the wall

and climb up to the em
next level P
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CRONO AND THE CLONE
When you finally reach the top ofDeath Peak, it

will at first appear to be deserted.- If you hope hard

enough, though, you'll discover that a warp has

frozen Crono in time This small* slice oftime

depicts the scene of Crono's deniise in the Ocean

Palace. Put the Clone in his place before Queen

Zeal and pull Crbno from his frtizeh fate, back to

your party on the peak.

;M

i TOH 1

g TDD gg ^SSMPi'tl
;.ii:v
fsFtr
-if.

Www mw^mm

-; -.
;
V _ rl? M/k±?JW**s.

i
'% '•

3 1
, D " :- KI- r

-

Z~3 :

Things To Do
li-Seek shelter behind the tree when the
*^ fiercewind kicks up.

9| Touch the shiny spot to make a cave™ opening appear below.

J3| The Poyozo warns you about the slip:
,—F pery surfaces;ahead.

^ This Poyozb gives you
^^ pushing a shell.

t^i Push the Lavo&Spawri's shell into
.- place. Use it to climb up.

;Gi Exchange the Crono Clone for the real^ thing at the summit.

Treasures

a clue about

Magic Ring
VvaTRing
Giga Arm
Brave Sword

Star Scythe
Vedic Blade

Dark Helmet
Memory Cap

Enemies
3 Krakkers

2 Krakkers

I '3 Krakkers, I Macabre

2 Macabres

I Lavos Spawn

J 3 Macabres

3 Krakkers

I Krakker

: [j I Lavos Spawn - '

[Jj 2-4 Krakkers

Lavos Spawn

m<
i^HL yL

1 M •

V5-
r
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F8^ Event 2

The Heroes Grave
From here, you can choose your destiny. You must either fight

Lavos immediately or follow Caspar's clues and search out

other adventures before the final battle.
Destinations

i

The Northern Ruins
| Listen to Caspar, then go
!' to the Northern Ruins. You
u can't win the .fight with

Cyrus's ghost. Withdraw

| for now. ";

Choras Cafe
The ruins in the Middle

1 Ages need to be rebuilt.

| There is a carpenter in the

Cafe, but he has no tools. .

Choras Inn
Go to Choras Inn in the

Present. A man there will

loan his tools, but you must
go to his house to get

them.

Choras Cafe >

When you take the tools

to the carpenter in the

Choras Cafe,: he'll take!

them and go, to his house..

The Residence
Follow the carpenter to his

residence. He;
II agree to

take some-workers and
repajrvthe ruins. '

The Ruins
Go to the ruins. When you
beat major enemies, you'll

have to pay the carpenter
for additional repairs.



REPAIR THE RUINS
There are lots of repairs to.be

made in the Northern Ruins, so

give the tools to the carpenter

and have him get t6 work. The

first repair is free, New areas

open up as you defeat enemies,

and having repairs made in

them will cost 2,000 G each.

mmmmm r*»

SET THE SPIRIT FREE
Be sure that you have Frog in your

party as you approach Cyrus's grave.

When he touches the stone, Cyrus's

spirit will appear. Knowing that Frog

is all right frees the spirit, but before

it leaves, it powers the

Masamuhe up into an

even more formidable

weapon. Henceforth,

the Northern Ruins will

be known as the

Hero's Grave.

SEALED CHESTS
When you try to open some sealed chests in A.D. 600 a message

y/ill tell you that something inside is reacting to the Pendant

When you're asked ifyou want to open the chests, say "No."

Instead, travel to AD. 1000 arid find the sarne sealed chests.

Inside you'll find a powered-up version of the Weapon you would

have found had you opened the chests in the year A.D. 600. After

removing the powered-up items, you can return to A.D. 600,,

open the chests and find the original

items. Ifyou remove the items in

AD. 600 without first taking them

from the chests inAD, 1000., you

can get only one set ofitems—

they'll be gone when you find the

chests in A.D. 1000.

2 Sentries

4 Sentries

2 Sentries

1 Defunct, 2 Reapers

2 Defuncts, 2 Reapers

1 Defunct,. 2 Reapers

2 Reapers

2 Defuncts, 2 Bases

2 Defuncts, 2 Bases
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This episode takes Crono to the Sunken Desert in AD. 600. A forest

JtzjjJ once stood where the barren desert lies. Now Fiona tries to make the

£^5 forest flourish again.

t-i FIONA'SMEAM

""*'*'

m

BSSjGS When you visit Fiona, you'll

jmmmm* fego? about her fondest

^Sm^ dream, restoring the forest

jfBJa Some underground force has

(fj\3 destroyed the trees,, root

first Descend into the

—jntZ Sunken Desert to see what
fr"""™*- forces are at work there.

,

USE THE MAGIC OF WATER
The desert eherri/es that

you'll find underground

are particularly vulnerable

to Water attacks, so take

characters such as Marie

and Frog, yfhq have strong

Water power.

[|

Destinations
n The Sunken Desert .

„ Clear the desert of ene-
U.mies, then add Robo.to

§ your party and return to

I Fionas. 'He'll stay behind
8
to help.

Fiona's Shrine
1 Go to the shrine in A.D.

1000 to find Robo. The

I
group will enter a camp-

I fire scene, and Lucca will

Lucca's House
Lucca travels ten years
irtto the past to keep her
mother from being
injured by the invention

machine.

NO DESERT?

Enemies
;.

I Hexapod, 3 Mahavors.

3 Mahavors

IB 2 Hexapods

kill 3 Hexapods

'lCi 3 Hexapods

LEI 3 Mahavors

iJl'- 3 Hexapods

Retinite .

7b make the Sunken Desert

appear, you must tell a woman in

Zeal Paldce to plant her sapling. If

you told her to burn it, you can't

complete this sequence. Ifyou

missed her, look for her at

the Commons in 12,000 B.C.

Things To Do
Jj Step into the swirling sand in™ the center of the desert to bo

underground and clear out the

enemies.

,
IU Land here when you enter the

"sand whirlpool.

Aeon Helmet Aeon Suit
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Elixir

Full Tonic
Lapis

Muscle Ring
5,000 G

2 Full Ethers

Hyper Ether
Memory Cap
Power Tab
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DESTROY THE REUNITE
There's a trick to beating the

Retinite, First, destroyjts midsectiQn

using regular attacks. Next, lower its

defense by using Water spells, then

use physical attacks. After a couple

of attacks, you'll have to lower its

defense again with Water.

After defeating the Retinite, add

Robo to your party and return to

Fiona's Villa, When, Robo hears

about her dream, he'll volunteer

to stay behind arid help her

replant the forest

MEET DP WITH ROBO
When you return. to A,D, 1000,

you'll see that Robo and Fiona's

hard work has paid off. What
was desert will be lush forest Co
to Fiona's. Shrine t6 have Robo

rejoin your party, then celebrate

around the campfire.

Item Shop
Sight Cap . . . .20,000
Memory Cap. . 20,000
Time Hat . . . . 30;000
Vigil Hat .... .50,000

HURRY! SMIIICCffSMOTHE
Lucca wakes in the night and travels to

her past through a forest gate* If she's

fast, she can keep

her mother from

being crippled by

the invention

machine. \

Things ToDo
U Watch out for the Retinite! It pops;™ up out of the sand in several places,

ju: Return to A.D. 1000 and go to' Fiona's'

W' Shrine to get Robo. Lucca will get

theGreenTJream. ;"'..

T| .Talk to the women. They sell valu-

*Table hats,so stock up ifyou need
some.
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Oziie^sFort
Aft^ryou defeat the Blackbird and recover the Epoch, Gaspdr tells of a

fugitive in The Middle Ages who has built a dark hideout.

lk REMATCH

None of thesefends is particularly strongion His own,

but when Grand battles them

together, they become a force;

to be reckoned with, so beware.

As you fight these bosses,

attack Flea If^stusing Ice Sword

:2 and Cube. Toss. Slash) should

i

:

be your second, trirgevand

Great Ozzie comes last-
.

TREASURE IN THE FORT

Thereare. ten treasures hidden in

Ozzie's Fort, including the Doom
Sickle, Flea Vest, Qzzie Pants and

Gloom Helmet Ayla can steal

some ofthem in battle.

{Destinations
'» Fiona's Shrine
] Visit Fiona's, Shrine iii

"A.P'. 1000 to get the.

1 Vigir Hat, which helps

| protect your party in

P Ozzie's Fort.

Ozzie's Fort
Use a team consisting of
Crpho, Marie (or

Magus) and Ayla when
., raiding Ozzie's Fort,

Medina Changes
Defeat the trio, and.feturn to Medina
Village/where yoli'll find that the

statue ofOzziehas vanished.

Market
Iron Blade. . .

.

Steel Saber . .

.

Penipii Edge. ..'.-•

Lumiri Robe . .

Flash Mail,;.,
(Slow Helmet,
tonic.'.:<'.:,. .

Mid Tonic
Full Tonic, .. .

.

Heal ,"
. . ;

;

Revive., ,

Shelter . . ., . ,

Ether. .
.',

: . ...

Enemies
jjj Flea Plus:

Super Slash '.

Great Ozzie; Super Slash, Flea Plus;

Great Qzzie './,
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Things To Do
JA-Watch out. for the guillotine
,*r trap set by Ozzie arid look for a

hidden path where you'll find a

treasure chest.
.

Treasures
Dash Ring
Doom Sickle

Flea Vest
Full Ether
Gloom Cape
Gloom ,Helm

Magic,Tab
Ozzie's Pants

Sight Gap
Slasher 2

.

To beat Flea Plus, Super Slash and Great Olzie,

useAyla to steal the Flea Vest from Flea Plus

and the Slasher 2 from Super Slask Attack

Flea first with the Cube Toss and Ice Sword 2.

Next, go for Super Slash using the Slasher 2.

Finally, attack Ozziei

, %f %

,./';" _:•"'

THE CAT TRAP
Once you have squashed the

three bosses, you still have

Ozzie to contend with once

more. Although your party falls

into a trap, thanks to a cat,

Qzzie will fail into his own
trap, as well.
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In the Geno Dome Robo meets his former friend, AtroposXR, but sire's

now being controlled by the wickedMother Brain* Their meeting resu/is

in a sad showdown, and Robo must choose between old friends and new.

Welcome to Rdbq's'bomeddhje, Robo ^^^^^Qt^iti&i^^M^sj^r^jim^y
must lead yoUr party id enter, the decaying 'ie^i^^j0i^ii^ke^'^^^'s^^^i

dome, Travel to A&2300. Proceed into Inside, you'llhave to collect' two fuzzy

^p^/l^fd^^w^Pi^J^^Js^g0t^!y, figurines before reaching AtroposXR

Mother Brain.- 1B& and Mother Brain. You'll find riurrier-

-

\ dps switches, doors and'barriers that .

must be opened. Move quickly to pass

: through electrified areas, in the limited

time allowed; Once you find-the two

fuzzy creatures, place ;them on the

Wo pedestals.

Tragically, Robo must defeat his ex^girffrienfir

because she
:

has been repmgrammed by Mother

Brain, To make mptters> worse,, he is/thM only one

who cap; fight Robin's ;best attacks are

the Vz\i Punch and Robo Tackle during

this battle. The Heal Beam .and Mid

Tonics will keep him alive during this:
.

war of the heart.

Destinations
iOziieVFort
After your victory, against

* Oziie arid his pals'ih the'

| Fort, fly (sack ;to the
' future using the Epoch.
! ' '.-

,, Geno Dome
Robo is in the lead.' as you

fi travel, to "thVCenp,':
Dome, where he must
confront his past;

Things To Do
U Have Robo access the. com-™ puter. Use it to open the door

on the right. >

: Jk Use the chute in the comer .

*? when you want tb.retUrn to.

the dome's entrance.

J4 Access the computer to get

information about charging

. pods imfhe dome.

Ak Energize Robo here,.then use
. the charge to open the locked

door on the left;

'

Jji Flip the sMtch on the wall to

operj the jjod on theleft.

^ Energize. Rqbo, then charge

'
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:ji Push the right and leftpanels^ ; to frjake themred'and open ':

the podon the left-

J| Use Rdbd to charge trie pod

;

,*^ and unlock the dboffln the.

left.
. ; "

Jj| Gothrough the dpor, gat-the^ Figiirine, then exit. •

JM flip the switch to reverse the
directiortthat the conveyor

belts/move. : \

Jli Flip the switch on the wall to"

tjirn off the laser barrier.

jjw FressA tohjj' the switch thai™ ppehthgpodonthelaf't.

thepod to open the locked

door oh the left.-

Enter ahdaet the robot there

tbfdllowydti.

Have the robot distract the ,

guard thalblocks your pith.
'

Go behind thegiiardto pick up

the another Figurine.

.-Flip the/switch.on the wallto
turn off the laser barrier.

Place one of the Figurines on

thepedestarhere. :

Placethe secbndlrigurine on

the other pedestal to open
the door leading to the
IVIpthe.r Brain.

1 5,0(30 Gold
50,0(J0Goid
Elixir

2 x Full Ether
2.x Full Tonic

2 x Figurine.

Hyper Ether
2 x Lapis

Magic Tab
ja Elixir '

Power Tab

Vigil Hat
Ribbon :':

"'"

Terra Arm
Crisis Arm
Speed Tab .



Enemies
yy . 2 Debuggests ,

[|j3 2Protb4

lLj 4 Debuggests

2,Protp 4, 2 Debuggests

2 Proto:4, 4 Debuggests ,

3 Debuggests .

2;Debuggests

3 Protp4

I Protp 4, 2 Laser Guards

.-'
•

]

:

ITQHJ

!

1

:
.

::

ft

1

1

iTM

4 Laser Guards .

3 Prpto4

2 Prpto 4. 2 Laser Guards

2 Laser Guards

Atropos-XR.

6 Laser Guards

6 Laser Guards;

Mother Brain, 3 Displays

DEFEAT THE MOTHER BRAIN
W/tfj Robo, Grow and Ayla as your number

one commando team, move against the com-

puters behind Mother Brain first Destroy two

ofthe computer screens, and only two. With

two screens down, turn your attention to

Mother Brain with Uzi Punch and

Max^Cychne as your basic

attacks. To avoid Mother. Brdihjs

chaos spell, use the Sight Cfljpy

V5gi7 Hat or Amulet You'll win the

Terra Arm and the Crisis Arm
before, being zapped outside.



Event 6

The Quest for theSun Stone
The legendary Sun Stone can be found in the future, but only after

you find the Moon Stone and take it to the Sun Keep, The Sun Stone

allows you to gain Crono's powerful Rainbow Sword*

SON OF SUN

|Destinations
1 Sun Palace
3 A.D. 2300
a Get the; Moon Stone .

In the Suq Palace, defeat the Son

of Sun to get the Moon Stone.

Attack the active smaller fireballs

with physical attacks, not magic,

The weak point keeps changing, so

be prepared for a long battle.

tld~C£rt'l Miim-lij haoe an. ounce of-

i MOONSTONE
Travel back to 65,000,000 8.G.

and head for the Sun Keep. Place

the Moon Stone in the beam of

light, then go to the Sun Keep in

AD. 7000.

1

3 -rrwi

Travel to the Sun Keep in A.D,

2300 and find that the Moon
Stone has been stolen.

Things To Do
Jj After defeating Son of Sun, a™ bridge appears.'Crossover to the,

other side to pick up the Moon
Stone.

from Son of Sun.
1. .

.0 Sun Keep
165,000,000 B.C.
| Place the Moon Stone in,

| the Sun Keep in

S 65,000,000 B.C.
;|. _#

1 Sun Keep
i] A.D. 2300
| You discover the Moon
g Stone was stolen in A-D.
* 1000.
I"'

? Porre A.D.I000
I Something is shining

| around the. Mayor of

r. Porre's house. You'd

h better investigate!

I Snail Stop
1 A.D. 1 006
| At the Snail Stop, pur-

r chase the jerky.

I Elder's House
IA.D.600
|. Give the Jerky to the

I
woman in the Elder's

« house.

i Porre A.D. 1000
1 Get the Moon Stone

| back from the Mayor.

Sun Keep
|A,D. 1000
Return to the Sun Keep,

u and again place ibe

f,
Moon Stone there in

;

| the light. .

ii Sun Keep
•j A.D. 2300
I Finally, in the futures you

I can obtainthe Sun

| Stone. Make sure Lucca

a is in your party.

| Lucca's House
I Luecacreates the

. 1 Wonder Shot arid Sun

|. Shades. Melchibr makes
jLthe Rainbow Sword.
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MOONSTONE MISSING
The Moyofiof Porre pretends to

know nj^ngpffre^missing

stone. foii'M'need someje'rfcytp

WinjbyeVa woman in the past

before you(can get theMoon
Stone back in tie present

. /

The mysterious sparkles rising

from the mayor's house gives

awayhis.secret.

THE REASON
In the Present, the Mayor is

very greedy for money and

power. Not even his daughter

thinks much of him. By travel-

ing into the past, you -will be

able to alter die mind set of

the Mayor's ancestors, which

will ultimately change the

Mayor in the Present

ThingslbDp
ji With/the recovered MooriStone;
"go tbthe Sun Keepnd place the

stone.in^hebeamof light. Now go
to the Sun Keep in,A.D. 2300 :to

find the-Sun Stone:

Moon Stone
jerky

.

Sy.n Stone

RE WIST FUR III
SB! SfMfl

SNAILS AND JERKY
Transport in the Epoch to AJX
1000 and visit the Snail Stop in

Pone Village. Purchase some

jerky and go back toAD. 600. Neqd for the Elder's

house dnd give the Jerky

to the woman. Next,

return to the present V
and get the Moon Stone

from the Mayor.

AD. 2300

82,000 B.C.
r^ti.nij.-ij. 1

1wwaa

65,000,00 B.C.
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TheRainbow
According to Gqspar, there's an object in the Middle Age* that sparkles

like a rainbow. It's the Rainbow Shell, and it holds special powers that

you'll need in order to get powerful weapons and Hems.

mrmmm
Goto Chores Wage, in A\D. (>00,

and chat with Tomq to get his

Pop. Next, goto the We§i Cape,

in.A.b. 1 000, and locate Torna's-

Grave. Stand next to -the grave-

stdne and press A to pourTorna's

Pop over if. When you do this,

Toma's ghost will appear. The

ghost will tdl you* where the

Giant's Qqw is, and he'll open it

so you can enter and search for

the Rainbow Shell.

Giant's Claw 1
L

": :

<i ^:
m Mm

pjtXRAHE ! L-L-1

tijpU

*

1

Destinations
Chores Cafe
Travel back in time to
meet Toma in the ..',.

Middle Ages. When you'

fj
talk to him, he'll give

you his Pop: Take it •

back to the. present. ."'..

, The West Cape
p Pour Toma's Pop over
^ the gravestone at the
West Cape. When you
do, Toma's ghost will .

appear and tell you
about the Giant's Claw.

Giant'sClaw
Find and defeat the Rust
Tyrano, then talk to the
King! He will :offer to

[]
have his men retrieve

u
the heavy. Rainbow Shell.

Guard ia Castle
[j. Return to the castle in

A.D. td.OD to learn, that,

the Kirig is on trial,.'
.

charged with squander;

.

| irig jewels and money.

Treasure
Storeroom
Go, to the new store-

room in. the lower right

corner of the castle and :

search for the Rainbow
R Shell, put there for safe-,

keeping..

The Courtroom
Take the Prism ;Shard to
the Giaurtrbom to prove
the King!s innocence.

Fight Yakra XIII, then:
meet Melchior :in the
storeroom.
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FIGHTING THE RUST TYRANO
The Rust Tyrqno is a huge tyrqnnpsaurus

that attacks With fiery breath. Before the

battle, equip your pgrty with protective

gear such as the Red Vest, the Red Mail,

or the Ruby Vest. The tyraho counts

down from five before flaming, so use

your strongest attacks while he counts.

Use a heal spell after the attack. You'll

find the RainbQW Shell after we fight

BEHOLD THE RAINBOW SHELL
The Rainbow ' Shell is awesonle but too heavy

to carry. When you leave the cave, you'll go

automatically to the castle, and the King will

offer to have hk men carry, the shell

back for

safekeeping.

'

'" '

'

"' •
• .

',

HLTOIJI

im y m
:
[.

Enemies
3 Uzardactyls; . ,

1 Gigasaur, 2 Leapers

L [jJ
2' Fossil Apes, 3 Leapers

2 Fossil Apes

I Fossij Ape, 2 Leapers

I Gigasaur, 2 Leapers

I Fossil Ape, 2 Uzardactyls

I Fossil Ape, 2 Leapers .

I Rubble; ':J/ ' ;

I Rubble
'.''' ' ;'_

RustTyrano
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THE KING ON TRIAL
Take Marie arid return to the Castle

in A.D. 1000. there you'll find that

the King himself is on trial; charged

by the Chancellor with stealing from

the royal coffers. As protif, the

Chancellor claims that the Rainbow

Shell is missing. Prove that the King

is innocent by finding the shell and

bringing a piece of it back to the court-

room.

fawiUiililMidWill UHlltD ttuilta '.
. j

^Jf&HEHrcv^sfi

^S3^

TAKE A PIECE OF SHELL
Co downstairs and to the right to find new stairs

that lead down. Follow the hallway to a large trea-

sure room, where you'll find the Rajnbow Shell:

Beside the shell, Marie will find a message from her

mother, asking her to help her father., Take a Prism

Shard from the shell and take it to the Chancellor.

Things To Do
U Go to the courtroom to find that the king is

- being Gharged with theft

<# Go to the new storeroom to find the

Rainbow Shell. Get the Prism Shard:

J| Return to the courtroom to prove thew
king's innocence. Fight Yakra XIII and get

theYakraKey.

jU Use the Yakra Key to open the locked™ chest and free the real Chancellor.

ji Go to the Rainbow Shelland have Melchior™ use the shell and Sun Stone to craft some
powerful weapons and armor;

Treasures
4 Hyper Ethers

3 Elixirs

2 Lapis

Prism Shard

Yakra Key

Rainbow Sword
Full Ether

Mega Elixir

RLed Mail

Enemies
2 Gnashers

1 Naga-ette, I Gnasher

tCJ I Naga-ette

y]j| 2 Naga-ettes, | Gnasher

2 Naga-ettes, I Gnasher

Yakra XIII
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THE BATTLE WITH YSKRA
When you return with the Prism Shard, the Chancellor,

who is a fake't will turn into iYakixi XIII: He's massive*

You'll have to use your most powerful magic, such as

Luminal Ice Sword 2 and Cube Toss on hin\. Cast

Haste on your own party, and heal them as needed to:

stay in the fight When you defeat the

beast, you'll earn theYdkrii Key.

Mill? .;

Yakra's Key opens the locked

treasure chest Qpep the chest

to free the real Chancellor,

wmsmx

\y-- t/

COBLSTUFF
After the fight follow Melchior down to the

RaihbOw Shell'to get powerful equipment such as

the Prism Dress or Prism Helmet Ifyou have the

Sun Stone, he'll make Crpno'srmosi powerful

blade; the Rainbow Sword.



Event7

In his time travels, Crono has seen the destruction Lavos causes in the

future, and he has witnessed the steps leading up to it. Now he sees

Lavos firsthand, and the Fated'Hour awaits.

E

e

;

IfrflEN WILL YOU FIGHT

You can meet Lavos at any point via die End of Time, the A.D; 1999

destination on the time clock, or the Black Omen. Ifyou go through

the Black Omen* which appears after you

destroy the Blackbird, you can begin in any

time period except 6S,000;000 B.C.

l
Destinations

1 The End of Time
a Once you reach The
[* End of Time, you can
a reach Lavos by going to~

| the bucket in the upper

I
right corner.

I A.D. 1999
Once you have the
Epoch, you can
encounter Lavos in the
air by selecting A.D.
1 999 as your destina-

tion.
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MEET THE MEGAMUTANT
7/Je Aleger/yiutg/it'is o tvvo-port terror crafted by Queen Zeal.

Use powerful magic, such os Luminaire and Cube Toss, to take it

apart, piece by piece: Using Haste helps, and ifAylq casts her

Charm rnagic on the lower sec-

tion, she can snatch q Vigil Hat.

1 FAlItMl

DEFEAT ENEMIES
Going through the Black Omen isn't the fastest way to

Lavos, but it's the best way to build

experience and Tech points. Practice

using all spells, and have Ayla Charm

powerful items from enemies.

.^m^i^m.

Enemies
3 Laser Guards

3 Laser. Guards

Mega Mutant

yjj 2 Incognitos

2 Mattel los

2 Goons

1 Martellb, ,2 Synchrites

2 Panels

Panels

Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

Metal Mutes

Metal Mutes, 2 Flyclops

Cybots

G

Rudiinators .

Things To Do
JM Jump fromthis pointto return

to the Epoch.

M l Meet Queen Zeal arid defeatw the Mega Mutant.

TOH

je*-n=rr

;

<£^S--
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TWO MIS
Its strange to sie friendly faces inside the

Black Omen, but the two Hus offer help-

ful services. One ofthem sells supplies

V :ihai will come in handy.

Market
Mid Tonic. . . . 100

Full Tonic 700
Mid Ether... 2,200

Full Ether ... 6,000
..Hyper; Ether. 10,000

C^J

^--^

"Enemies
1 Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

2 Ruminators

1 Boss Orb, 2 Sidekieks

2 Flyelops, I .Synch rite

2 Ruminators

2 Flyelops

I Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

I Syhchrite, I • Martello

[D l;Synchrite, I Martello.

y| I Tubster

H 2Cybots

j|j 3 Incognitos

ifai 4 Ruminators

US I Boss Orb, 2 Sidekicks

yjj I Flyelops, 2 Goons

[j^ 2 Orbs, 4 Sidekicks.

H 2 Flyclpps, I Tubster

.'<ij§..;
I Martello,; I Cybot
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MEGA ELIXIR HEAVEN
Meet the Ruminators! During the battle, have Ayla use

Charm to snatch a Mega Elixir that will refill HP and MP
for your whole team. You can leave the screen and return

time after time to get a supply ofMegaBixirs.

Things To Do
f0 BuyitemsframtheNu.

J3| Get telepbrted back to thjs

.™;. entrance ifyou want to, leave

the Black Omen.

.TA When yoii come to what you^ '
think is.a'dead.e.hd/.press.A to

open a hidden door.

Treasures
30,000G
2 Elixirs

Haste Helmet
Magic Seal

6 Mega Elixirs

Nova Armor

Power Seal

4 Speed Tabs

Vigil Hat
White Rock
Zodiac Cape

*ft w. if^

>

. %y ___ m ,
\

'
ii5 > |

!~1

i j^_*

;

I.V-J-,""
'

^l^o^
-3^^
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BATTIE A TR1 OF BADDIES

Before you meet Lavos, you'fl have to fight some of

his creations, theGiga Mutant, the Terra Mutant and

the Lavos Spawn. The first ofthe three, the Gga
Mutant, is vulnerable onty-to magic. Attack its two

body sections with your most powerful spells. The

"^-T^^^sat/yi^ffijiiSEJ^&Slj fe»t^xfej^-l
,

^iy^-_ic»^?iCi^ec^^8e^crt^'#i is also a

two-part terror. When you destroy its upper half the

lower half will also disappear. Attack the Lavos

Spam only on the

head. Ifyou attack its

needle<ladb6dy,

expect a deadly

reprisal'that could

wipe outyour tearri..

mmk

Enemies

I?*-

2 Aliens, 2 Blobs;

1 Boss Orb, 4 Sidekicks

2 Aliens

1 Gi^a Mutant
,

ICybots

4 Ruminators

2 Goons

2$ynchrites

2 Goons
"

2 Tubsters

4 Panels

Terra Mutant

Lavos Spawn

5 Panels

Queen Zeal, the Mammon Machine, Zeal's Face
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QUEEN ZEALMB .THE IIMOII
Next you'll be challenged by Queen Zeal, the

'Mammon Machine and Zeal's Face, one right after

the other. Queen Zeal is the first She is brutal so be

sure to use heal spells such as Aura Whirl and Cure 2

to keep your team's energy up- Strong spells such as

Ixtmihaire and Cube Toss are effective against the foul-

tempered monarch! Following Zeal, the Mammon
Machine attacks. You'll have to alternate your attacks

between physical and magical, so watch to see When the

machine lowers its defense against one or the other. Next,

Zeal's head and hands appear. Other than using Ayla's

Charm to steal[a Prism Dress from the hands, concentrate

your attack on the head.



Fiuffo."

!
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Event 7

After destroying the Black Omen, you're ready to heal your

party and meet Lavos.

LflVOa E&RT ONE
Lavos isn't what he appears to be.

When,you first attack, he'll assume the

attack patterns ofother majbr enemies

from the game: Ifyou remember what

techniques you used against them,

you'll succeed in these bouts.

FORM 1: THE DRAGON TftNK

Use the same tech-

rtifjuethat you used on
the mechanical dragon

before^estibying,first

the.grinder, then the

head, then'.the body. .

F0RM4:Z0MB0R

Zombor has two sec-

tions. Use a strong

magic spell on the top

halibut use regular

attacks tb.destroy the

bottom half.

tSMM
FORK 5: NASA AND NUNE
The twins of Denadbro
Mountains form a sin-

gle, powerful enemy
when one is defeated.

Use Fire spells to

defeat it.

FORM ft THE BLAraTYRANO

Destroy Azala with
spells; then concen-
trate on the Tyrano.

Cast Haste on your

party and hit him',

with magic.

FORM 9: GIGA 6AIA

Blast the GigaGaia's

right handorf to

keep it from healing,

then destroythe
left. Next, attack

the head with spells.

m F(M2:THEGUARDIANANDBITS FORM&NIZBEL

a First, attack the two
Bits, the spheres off to

the sides/then cohcen-

I trate your attack .

It • pqwer on the Guardian

L-.,.J. m the center.
'

Nizbel has ieftthe

Reptite Lair to attack

once again. Use
Lightning to lower" his

defense, then attack

with Ice spells.

FIGHT OR FLEE

When you enter the

empty shell, you can

either continue to the

final fight or return to

the-EndofTimeto
recover.

**&$

f r^*Tl healthy.

% -' "n

If
" 'ft

FORM 3; HECRRAN

Physical attacks are

ineffective-against ...

Heckran. Use powerful

spells against him) and

.

keep your party

ilft

INNER LAVOS
Use strong magic, such as Cube

Toss or Luminaire, to -destroy the

left arm first, then go for the right

arm. When both are gone, the

head's, defense will go down.

Continue attacking with spells-

F0RM7:MAGUS

Magus constantly

changes his Barrier.

Watch to see when he

changes, and use a

.spell that he-snot

guarding against.

LAVOS

» m'r-

:r
'J*

"
:

,ar

This time, Lavos
shows his true form.

Attack his head with

Luminaire and Final

Kick until it crumbles

and disappears.

THE LAVOS CORE
Use Luminaire and Cube Toss to

destroy the central humanoid. When it

disappears, the right pod will lower its

defense. Attack it with your strongest

spells. When the humanoid reap-

pears, destroy it again, then go back

to work on die right pod.

I

! "-.>V
'

«

w J? •

1 SU
/ .,

<vVj

v ^
. IK^^y
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The siep-by*step details of
this Players Guide may '/

help in a bind, but the

ultimate aid tov Chrono
veterans can be found in

the Warts and special

information on the follow-

ing pages. Only there can

you study the strengths

and weaknesses of your

foes. There, too, you may
learn of a special weapon
or an item that tan save

the day. As a special

bonus, you will find a

listing of all the possi-

ble endings in the

game. Study hard

and arm yourself

with knowledge.



Items
What does this relic do? Which character can use it?

Does tfiis. item' restore Magic Points or just Hit Points?

The vast array of items and relics in Chronq Trigger is

overwheimfng and some-

times confusing. Use this

list to stay on top ofyour

game as you rewrite your

way through history.

Items

-
•-•:• • —'-' *>-' - *•" "1

lis :•••»— ,-,<,.,;*.

l Restores 50 hf>

!:«: Tor, \r. -r.rt I-7EH.
,

M ;u Ton ; c oa iteh
F»i 1 1 r<?r> ;c :96 I ICfl

E^K»»" :d3 HEN
n;d cij.cj- i^B hem
f^( i ethor oa lien
Elixir ;35 new
K^pci'Ell.L'f I2D I1EH
rtegotr i ;* ;» : io item
Kat^l >40 neei

:;i

-
. :

•

ITEM BUY SELL EFFECT

Tonic - 10 5

Restores 50 HP. Found inmost
shops throughoutthe game.

Mid Tonic 100 50

Restores 200 HR Sold in most
shops or found in chests.

Full Tonic 700 350
Restores 500 HP. Sold in most
shops orfound in chests.

Ether 800 400
Restores 10MR Sold in most

»

shops or found in chests.

Mid Ether 2,000 1,000

Resfores'30MRSo!dinmost •

shops.or found in chests.

Full Ether 6,000 3,000

Restores 60 MP. Sold iri

shops or found on enemies.

" «

Hyper Ether 10,000 5,000

Restores ali MP for one

character;.

Elixir 10,000

Restores one character's MP
and HP. Found inside chests.

Mega Elixir 25,000

Restores aflHPandMP for all .

characters . Buy it inside the
Black Omen.

Heal 10

'. •-.
.

.

5

Returns a character's status

tonormal. Buyalmost shops.

Revive 200 100
Revives a character to 50 HP
during battle.

Shelter
'

150 75
Restores a party's HP and MP
at any save point.

•

Power Meal frC<

Removes a "?" or "Lock status

during battler .

Lapis 250
Restores 200 HP on every

character,'Not sold in shops.

Barrier 2,500,

Reduces damage inflicted by

magic attacks by Ml

Shield .
; -r- 2,500

Reduces damage inf iicted by

physical blows by 1/3,

I t.
:, ,

,

:

ITEM BUY SELL EFFECT
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Power Tab 5
Permanently adds one point

to a character's Power rating.

Magic Tab 5

Permanently adds one point

to a character's Magic rating. _.'.',

Speed Tab 5

Permanentlyaddsbriepoirit .

to a characters Speed rating.

.

Petal

Trade this for items at the

loka Hut in 65,000,000 B.C.'

Fang
Trade this for items at the

loka Hgt in 65,000,000 B.C. ';
,

Horn
Trade this for items at the

loka Hut in 65,000,000 B.C.

Feather
Trade this for items at the

lokaHut in 65,000,000 B.C.

Seed
Give this to Doan at the Info

Center in A.D.230D.

Bike Key

This key operates the Speeder

Bike in A.D. 2300,

Gate Key
Allovysaccesstotheallthe .''

time portals in the game.

Pendant
This item opens sealed boxes
when it is powered up.

Prism Shard
Proves the King's innocence at

the Trial in A.O.,1000.

C. Trigger
Use this with the Clone at-

Death Mountain to find Crono.

Tools
Use tofix the Northern Ruins in

AD. 600.

Jerky 9,900 10,000

Allows access across Zenan
Bridge and to the Moon Stone.

Dream Stone

''. '-
Use with the Broken Hilt and

. BrokenSword to getMasamunei

Race Log

Records your times on the

Speeder Bike in A.D. 2300.

Moon Stone

Changes into the Sun Stone
when left in the Sun Keep.

Sun Stone

With" it arid the Rainbow Shell,

Melcliior makes the Rainbow
Sword.

Ruby Knife
Used to; short-circuit the •

Mammon Machine in 12,000 B:C.

Yakra Key
Frees the real Chancellor in

Guardia Castle in A:D. 1000.

Toma's Pop - ;*—-' '.'—.'"-
.'Pour this on Toma's:Grave at •. ;

the West Cape in A-D. 1000.'.
.'
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Accessories
RELIC EQUIP EFFECT

t.
u

: •:

/''"-
Bandana All

Adds one point to a character's .
;

Speed rating. -

Ribbon All

Adds two points to a charac- , ;

ter's Strike rating.

Power Glove ;, All

Adds two pointsto a charac-'

ter's Power rating.

Defender All

Adds twopotnts to a charac-

ter's Vigor rating.

;• -\ Magic Scarf All

Adds twopoints to a charac-

.

ter's Magic Defense.
'"';'

Amulet ' All

Protects a character's status
•"'

during battle.

Dash Ring / AH
Adds th ree points to a charac-

ter's Speed rating.

Hit Ring All

Adds ten points to a character's
.

,

Strike rating. '" .".
'

... . ...

Power Ring All

Adds sixpoints to a character's .

'

Power rating.

Magic Ring All

Add six points to a character's

Magic Defense.
'

":
Wall Ring : Alt

Adds ten points to a character's :

Magic Defense. ' ,

'

',

Silver Earring AH
Increases a-chafacter

i

s HP max-
imum by 25%.

Gold Earring "

;

AH Y
Increases acharacfer's HPmax- '

imumby50%.

Silver Stud , All

Reduces a character's MP .'

. 1
expenditure'by 50%: ; 1

Gold Stud AH
Reduces a' character- s.MP' |
expenditure by 75%; I

Sight Scope All

Reveals enemy hit points during 1
battle. -.;.

Charm Top
;

Ayla
Increases Ayla's chances of 1

Charm Spell success. 1

Rage Band; AH
Gives you a 50% chance of a 1

counter-attack blow against a foe, . 1

Frenzy Band All

Gives you a 80% cha nee of a 1

counter-attack blow against a fpa. . 1

Third Eye All

Doubles acharacfer's Evade . 1
rating. -1

Wallet : All

Turns experience points info 1
gold, Find in A.D. 2300.

" '

Green Dream AH
Gives a one-time opportunity to , 1
revive after being defeated. .

"

RELIC EQUIP EFFECT

Berserker ah
Prevents character from being

controlled during combat.

Power Scarf AH
Adds four points to a charac-

-

ter's Power Rating. .
. . ._. .

Speed Belt All

Adds two p oints to a'charac- •

tef's Speed Rating. - '
'•-'

Black Rock

Marie,

Luca,

Magus

Invokes the: Dark Eternal Triple
'.

Attack Technique. •
•..-

'

Blue Rock

.. Lucca,

'

Robo,

Magus

Invokes the Mega Bare Triple

AttackTechnique-

Silver Rock

;

Frog,

Robo,

Ayla

Invokes the Spin Strike Triple '_

AttackTechmque.

White Rock

" Marie.- -.

Lucca,

. Ayla

Invokes the Poyozo Dance Triple

Attack Technique.

Gold Rock

Marie,

Robo,

'

Frog

Irwokesthe Grand Dream Triple.

Attack Technique. _ .,

Hero's Medal Frog
Pair with the Masamune to

increase critical hits.

Muscle Ring All

Adds six p Pints to a character's
-"

Vigor Rating.

Flea Vest All

Adds twelve points to a charac-

.

ter's Magic Defense,

Magic Seal ; All

. Adds five points to Magic
Defense arid max.Mft •.

Power Seal All

Adds ten points to Defense,
Power and Stamina. -

.'•'

Isun Shades All

Enhances a character's Attack K 1

Power in combat - ... 1

I Prism Specs All

Maximizes a character's Attack 1
Power. 1

<-

?&*&&!£.
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Weapons
NAME BUY SELL ATTACK NOTES

Wood Sword i

-^ 50 V Cronb's very first .

weapon.

Iron Blade 350 175 .-"r -

Buy at Leerie Square
in A.D.1000.

Steel Saber 800 400 15
Buy at the Market in

A.O.1000.

Lode Sword 4,000 2,000 20
Buy at Leene Square

in A.D. 1000.

Red Katana 4,500 2,250 30
BuyatMeichior's
Hut in AD. 1000.

Flint Edge Trade 3,250 40
Get in loka Hut before

fighting Magus,

Aeon Blade Trade 6,250 70
Get in loka Hut after

defeatinq Maqus.

Demon Edge 17,000 8,500 90
Buy at the Terra -

Cave, 12,000 B.C.

Alloy Blade 21,000 10,500 no
Buy at Kajar in 12,000

Star Sword 25,000 12,500 125
Buy attheLas't :

Vitlaqe, 12,000 B.C.

Vedic Blade , ; ^^ . 15,000 135
Find at Death Peak,

A.D.2300.

Kali Blade _
'

17,500 150
Find this in the

Northern Ruins.

Shiva Edge ' ^^ ',' 20,000 170
Find this in the

Northern Ruins, :

Bolt Sword '*M) 2,500 25
Find at the Factory in

A.D.2300. ;':•;

Slasher . — -
.
—« -'-

- 43
Find in Magus's Lair

in A.D. 600:

Swallow ^^ 19,000 145
Find iii the Blue

Pyramid, A.D. 1000.

Slasher! ^^m \ MM~- 155
Charm Super SlaSh ;-

to win weapon^

Rainbow
Sword __!_;_ 30,000 220

Find at Guardia
".'

Castle, A.D. 1000.

Mop '_[ '

'•.I--1I 1

Charrri Nu at the ...

Hunting Ranqe.
'•'

Bronze Bow <^n 40
'

:

:3%

.

Marie b.egiriswith

this how.

Iron Bow 850 425 15
Buy in the Market,

'

A.D.1000.

Lode Bow -'-- * ,'- 850 20
Find at Lab 16 in. A.D.

2300.

Robin Bow 2,850 1,425 25
Buy at the Market! -

A.D.1000,

Sage Bow Tradf 2,100 40
At lokaHut before

fiqhtinq Magus.

Dream Bow Trade 2,900 60
At loka Hut after

defeatinq Maqus.
:'

CometArrow 7,800 3,900 80
Buy in the Terr a

'

Cave, 12,000 B.C. iv

Sonic Arrow 10,000 5,000 100
Casts a.random
"Slbw"spelf.

Vajkerye - ^—/ 19,000 180
Get this fri the" ;:

.

Northern Ruins. ..'•'

Siren:; ,'

.

14,000 140
Casts a random ..-

'

"Stop" spell.
•

Air Gun — ISO •:5'
Lucca starts out .

with this qun.

Dart Gun 800 400 7
BuyattheMafketin
A.D.1Q00.

NAME BUY SELL ATTACK NOTES

Auto Gun 1,200 600 IS
BuyattheTrann- -.

Dome, A.D.2300. :-.

Plasma Gun 3,200 1,600 25
Buya^Melchior'sHut,
A.D.1000;:

RubyGun Trade 2,900 40
At lokaHut before '•:

fighting Magus. v-,*3&

Dream Gun Trade 3,700 60
Atloka Hut after .

defeating Magus,"

Megablast 9,800? 4,900 80
Buy in the.Terra Cave, '.

12,000 B.C. .

"'':

ShodkWave IliQOO 5,500 HO
Casts a random
"Ghaos" spell..

WonderShot ,• 16,000 250
Requires,the Sun ,:

Stone.to build, -

TinArm '^B_ 500 20
Robo beginswith this;

limb.

HammerArm 3.500 1,750 25
Buy at the Macket in'

A.D.100O.

Mirage Hand 2,750 30

' FihdintheOenadoro
'Mts ;,A.D:eoo:.

;

StoneArm Trade 3,750 40
Get in loka Hut before

fighting Magus.

Doom Finger „_ '

4,900 50
Find in Magus's Lair in'"'

A.D, 600

.

Magma Hand Trade 5,600 70
Get in ioka'Hut after,

defeating Magus. ..

Megaton Arm 15,000 7,500 90
Buy in the Ter ra Cave,

i2,ooob.c: ... ";:. y\

Big Hand . 18,000 9,000 105
Buyft at Kajar, '

12,000 B.C. ' ' ;.vV-'

KaiserArm 120
Buy it at the Last
Village, 12,000 B.C.. -21,000 10,500

GigaArm ' —^m ? 12,000 135
Find it in Death Peak, -

A.a2300.

TerraArm 14,000 150
Findit in Geno Ddrne^

A.D:2300, :'

CrisisArm .^^— .....1 -',-.
1

Find it in Geno Dome, t

A.D.230D,. :.. :
:-

Bronze Edge "

, : 175' 6
.Frog begins with this

.

'

weapon. ..

Iron Sword 550 • io
Find it in the Cathedral,

A.D; 600.

Masamune " a^_

•

,- ..'.

7iL/2oo
SeeMelchion'n .

A.D: 1000. ... Jr.:

Rash Blade . 18,000 9,000 90
BuyitinTerraCave,
12,00OB,C. .

Pearl Edge- 22,000 11,000 105
Buy'itat.Kaiarin .: ..

12,000 B£.

Rune Blade 24,000 12,000 120
Buy at the Last .

WllaHe,12,O00B ;C.

Brave Sword . ^^ 16,000 135
Find it on Death Peak,-'

A.D. 2300.

Demon Hit 13,000 120
Doubles hits against

magic enemies.

Dark Scythe ^^ 10,000 120
Magus starts 1with

this weapon.

Hurricane 35,000 17,500 135
Buy at the Last
Village, 12,000 B.C. ;.

Star Scythe ?^— 21,000 150
Find it on Death Peak,

A.D.2300.'

Doom Sickle ;}
-—.'. 1 160

FinditinOzzie'sFort,

A.D. 600.
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NAME

':. -

BUY SELL DEFENSE NOTES

Hide Cap '^^ 25 3
Crano begins with

this cap.

Bronze Helmet 200 180 8
Buy this at the .

Market, A.D. 1000,

Iron Helmet 500 250 14

BuyitatTrannDome,
A.D.2300. :

Beret 700 350 17
Buythisatthe
Market, A.D, 600. :

Gold Helmet ^^M ' 400 IS
LookintheDenadoro-

'

Mts./AD.600.

Rock Helmet ' -
1 ,000 20

Trade 3 Horns and 3
Feathers.

Cera Topper ^^ 1,250 23
Find in the Tyrano Lair.

Glow Helmet 2,300 1,150 25
Buv in the Terra Cave,

12,000 B.C. .

Lode Helmet 6,500 3,250 29
Buy it in Kajar, 12,000

Aeon Helmet 7,800 3,900 33
Buy in the Last .

Village, 12,000 B.C

Prism Helmet mmm 400 40
Requires the Rainbow"
Shell:

Doom Helmet ^^ . 4,750 29
Magus jairis'with this

helmet

Dark Helmet '- ^^m *

.

6,000 35
Reduces "Shadow"
damage by 50%.

Gloom Helmet ^^ 6,500 42
Find in Ozzie's Fort m,

, AD. GOO.

Taban Helmet >— - - wmmm ' 24
Found inside Lucca's:

House.

Sight Cap
,

w^m 10,000 30
Nullifies "Chaos" spell

effects.

Memory Cap ^^v 10,000 30
Find it on Death Peak,

A.D.2300.

Time;Hat nmm 15,000 36
Nullifies "Stop" &
"Slow" spells.

Vigil Hat ^^_ 25,000 45
Find in the Black Omen.

Ozzie Pants ^^ 35
Charm it from the

Great Ozzie.

Haste Helmet .-.
^^_ 6,000 35

Increases speed by

50% in battle.

Rainbow ..

Helmet ^^ 8,000 35
Charm it from a regular

Beast.

Mermaid Cap - 8,000 35
Charmfrom a Blue

Beast;

NAME BUY SELL DEFENSE NOTES

Hide Tunic 40 5
Crono starts with
this armor. .

.

Karate Gi 300 150 10
Buy at the Market
in A.O.10Q0.

Bronze Mail 520 260 [6
Buy at the Market
in AD. 1000.

Maiden Suit — 280 18
Find in the Cathedral,

AD. 600, • •

NAME BUY SELL DEFENSE NOTES

Iron Suit 800 400 25
BuyintheTrannDome,
AD 2300., ";

. : $

Titan Vest i 1,200 600 32
Buy in the Market,.,

AD, 1000.

Gold Suit 1,300 650 39
Buy in the Market,

A.D. 600.

Ruby Vest _ 1,800 45
Reduces Fire damage
by 50%; .

Dark Mail 1,900 45
Find it in Magus's Lair,

,

AD. 600.. -

Mist Robe 3,400 54
Find it iriMagus's Lair,

A.D.600. .

Meso Mail 3,000 52
found in the Tyrano
Lair..

Lumin Robe 6,500 3,250 63
Found in Terra Cave,

12,000 B.C.

Flash Mail 8,500 4,250 64
FoundinTerraCave,
12,000'B.C. '

Lode Vest 8,500 4,250 71
BuyitatKaiar in 12,000

B.C. ' '

Aeon Suit 9,000 4,500 75
Buy it in the Last

Village, 12,000 B.C.

Zodiac Cape 5,000 80
Find inside the Black

Omen.

Nova Armor 5,500 82
Find instdethe Black :

Omert. ..,

Prism Dress 4,400 99
Requires the Rainbow
Shell./

Moon Armor 6,500 85
Find in the Northern

Ruins.
.

Ruby Armor 7,000 78
Reduces Fire damage
by 80%." ..•'.

Raven Armor 7,900 76
Magus joins, wearing.

this armor. ,

Gloom Cape 8,200 84
Find at Ozzie's Fort in

A.D. 600.

White Mail 4,100 70
AbsQrbsj"Lightning"

based magic.

Black Mail ^^m 4,100 70
Absorbs "Shadow"
based magic.

Blue Mail 4,100 70
Absorbs "Water"
based-magic.

Red Mail 4,I00_ 70
Absorbs "Fire"

based magic.

White Vest 2,900 45
Absorbs "Lightning"

'

based magic.

Black Vest 2,900 45
Reduces "Shadow"
damage by 50%.

Blue Vest 2,900 45
Reduces "Water" dam-
ageby50%. ',

Red Vest 2,900 45
Reduces Tire" damage
by 50%.

faban Vest _ _ , 33
Increases Speed rating

by 2. >-

Taban Suit ' —
.

— '

79
increases Speed ratine .

;

by 3.,
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Enemy Data
The charts on these pages list hit points,

weaknesses and the items you can steal or

win from all the enemies throughout time.

Study this information, and plan your win-

ning strategy!

Name
12.000RC

HP Weakness Charm Win

HP (Hit Points)

The numbers in the "HP'Tolumn
show each enemy's individual"

strength as a hit point total.

Charm
TheGharm column lists the items

you could steal if :you successfully

charmed an enemy.

Weakness
. Some enejnies are weak to ^specific

attack. Consult the Weakness Column
and turn the odds in your favor.

Win
The Win column lists the item you

might win from defeating a particu-
'

lar enemy.

Prehistoric 65,000, C
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Amphibite 100 L±' 2 Horns
, .^

Anion 152 - ^_
. 2 ''..

Feathers

Avian Rex 327 Lightning ' :'

J Feather

Azala ' 2,70» ^m'. Shield __
:"

Black Tyrario . 10,500 t MagicTab
••"

Cave Ape -•>. 43* . :— Fang Fang

Croaker 100 ' ' 2 Fangs — '

Evil Weevil .

:

. 158 Magic
Dream
Gun Feather

Fly Trap ,> 316 Attack
Dream
Bow Petal

Gold Eaglet 400 m*~ '• Ether Feather

Kilwala 160 __ ' Petal Petal

Megasaur 830 '
: ''

Aeon
Blade Fang

Nizbel 4,200 Lightning 3rd Eye ^_ '

Nizbel II 4,200 Lightning 3rd Eye i_J';

Nu 1,234 _^ Mop
3 Potato
3 parus

. 3 FoaBiera
.

Pahoehoe 250 . —

<

Petal Petal .

Rain Frog 100 ;' tmmr __ ,. 2 Fangs

Reptile 336 tc Mid Tonic Mid Tonk

Reptite 92 Magic
Magma
Hand Petal

Runner 196 ' Lw Horn • Horn,

Shitake 158 Magic Petal Petal ,

Terrasaur 1,090 Magic Lapis ^~-

Volcano 257 Water Lapis —^*: '

[Winged Ape 450
Ruby
Vest Fang

Barghest 450 Shield _

'

Basher 150 " .—

\

.

'

:li':

Beast 830 _ Mid Ether ^i.'.
'•-

Blue Beast 5,060 Fire
Mermaid
Cap ..V-—

Blue Scout 300 Water Shield :_

.

Byte 192 ! _— : —
Dalton 3,500 _ .

r
ses' . ,;

.'; •

Dalton Plus 3,500 - — »: ';•'. —
Gargoyle .260 — Big Hand _ '.

Giga Gaia 9,500 . ''.._.
'' Speed Tab _ '

Golem 7,000 _ "I Magic Tab _."'

Golem Boss 15,000 . ': — -
'.—'"'-

Golem Twins 10,000 Magic " —,"'

Jinn 450 — Lapis Lapis

Lasher 666 _ '' '—*': -• '

—

Mage 480 ; — '

'

Barrier

;

Lapb

Man-Eater 250 _

.

Pear] Edge

Mud Imp 1,200 t — Speed Tab —
Red Beast 5,000 Water Elixir -

-

Red Scout 300
Shadow/

Barrier •;

Rubble 515 — " '• — Mid
Ether

Scouter 300 Lightning Lapis " ™ ''•':'

Stone Imp 300 — ,

Alloy
Blade — '

Thrasher 666 :..' '^_ — . .— '.*:

'

Turret 700 .- :,—.. '-T- '.; :r*

MiddleAges A.D.600
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Bellbird 94 __ Heal Heal

Blue Eaglet 16 : ._ Heal

Blue Imp 13 .,_ _

Deceased 110

Diablos 50 ^^_, ,

-

"

;,'

'Flea- '. 4,120
~

'

"

Flunky 390 Magic ~' •
'.

Free Lancer , 110 — .'- Barrier — "



:'
'

Putesenft AJRUOOO:
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Gnasher 90 Fire _ Tonic

Gnawer.' 210
" .' "

.

:

-

Green Imp 32 Tonic Tonic

Gremlin NO

Grimalkin 120
: ". {& '.-: .: SS|

Groupie -' 390 .Magic

Hench 49 Magic
m _h •- :

Fat Hench 180 Fire /^M :- H
Imp Ace - .S54

:

a^_ ' -_ '<&
..

juggler 450 Varies

Mad Bat =: 18 • ' " '.

'"

Magus 6*666 Masamiirie -"i-":-- MSl
Masa • 1,000

:.''

Masa & Mime 3,600 Slash ,

Miine ';-> 1,000 . .j
(

. IS I

Naga-ette 60 Magic/Fire

v ;'
:, '~

Ogan 146 Fire Shield

Outlaw . 182
"-':; ';\_'

.

Ozzie 7???

Poty 99 Ether r

Roty 24 H3fi Tonic .

'

'

•

Roly Bomber 99 Magjc

Roly Rider 30

Slash 5,200WM
Sorcerer 220 Fire

T'pole ISO Mid Tonic

Vamp 120 Magic

Tfiihra .; 920 \:i' '
' _ :'

Zombor
960

Shadow/
Water

Zombor
(Bottom) 800

Lightning/
Fire „ —

Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Avian Chaos 45. ','. .^—'"' _^ Tonic

Beetle : 12 _ __ : ^mm

Blue Shield 24 <^^ ,^_ Tonic

.Gave Bat-. ;:':: 108 - Revive V'?.

Decedent a Lightning/
Fire — ,

_''
,\ f

Dragon Tank -

BgtfrlM
Held 400

Wheel 108
'

" _ '„.„..- »y

Guard 60 ^^, ^_ ~> '

Heckrah 2,100 " •' 'M. ^_ ^^.

Hetake 14 ^^. Tonic Tonic

J|hn Bottle 97 '
' - " ^— - Shield i^ ;

;

Octoblush 80 Magic ' iii j *j^

Omnlcrone 218 ^_ _ Ether

Rbiypoh/ 50 -*— ' BB-i'; Heal

Tempurite " 88 : '"^^ .

"'

.

' .'>.".

YakraXIH 20,000 White Mall
Mega

':. Etbdr

Riture A.D.2300
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Crater 80 ' — _ ; -.

Shadow W\ Magic —
•

' :— '}'

Meat Eater 75 Fire __ Ether

Mutant , 300 Shadow Full Tonic '—

Octopod 130
AtteeW
Lightning.. Mid Ether '-.i_

Rat 45 Shadow '.^_.
-"

:
- —

Bugger 160 Lightning 'V —^ ;

;
" •—i- '-.

Debugger. 120 .Lightning

.

__ ,>'"..— .' '~*

Blig 09 _ Heal " .—'-'

Acid C'-v

'

:

;-:i- 10 Lightning Barrier «.-<:

Protp 2 128 Shadow —

.

Tonic

Proto 3 256 Shadow Full Tonic . . — "

Alkaline 9 Lightning _ :_
Nereid 138

Ughtning/
Shadow Ether -—

Egder 160
Magid
Shadow ' — ;',

'. *—*' ;
-- ;

"

Sir Krawlie 500 Shadow __ ' ;^_y .'

Guardian 1,200 .-, ,iij.*, ;' ^i ' -' -—

Bit 200 — " ««. '" '"/"'-'—• -;.
"'

R Series 150 ' Cyclone — -^-
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Event!
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Krakker 500

Lavos Spawn 4,000 __ Elixir . Elixir :

Macabre „. 582! Lightning Full Ether
"'

Ether"

Name , HP Weakness Charm Win

Base 88

Defunct 1,450 Fire • Elixir Elixir

Reaper

.

1,450 Fire Elixir Elixir

Sentry ;

; 1,280 Fire Hyper Ether Hyper Ether

Event1
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Hexapod ',' 1,000 Barrier Lapis

Mahavor 400
Water/

.Shadow Shield ~*~-
'

Retinite 1 1,000 ' _ Speed Tab ._ _ i

Event4
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Great Ozzie 6,000 1 — Oizie Pants -

—

Flea Plus 4,000 — Flea Vest -_<

Super Slash 4,000 i - Slasher 2 '—

Events
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Atropos XR 6,000 ' '__

Debuggest 1,024 Lightning Elixir " Shield

Display i
'

—

Elixir —
Laser Guard 400 —. _'-

: —
Mother Brain 5,000 —:'• Blue Mail >ii

Protd4 ;.;;.-;. 1,024 Lightning Elixir Barrier

Events
Name HP Weakness Charm Win

Sun of Sun '2,lpO.|/U-:; Black Mail

Event?
Name

Event 8
Name

HP Weakness Charm Win

Giga Saur 2,250 _ Ruby Armor Barrier

Leaper 800 Magic Elixir . Shield

Fossil Ape 1,800 •_ Mega Elixir Lapis.

Lizardactyl 1,950' Red Mail __ ! i

Rust Tyrano 2,500 —

.

White Mail

YakraXIII 18,000 — White Mail Mega Elixir

HP Weakness Charm Win

Laser Guard 400 .
| __ __

Incognito 110 Muscle Ring __

Martello 1,245 ^_ Hyper Ether

Goon 2,800 — Nova Armor ^

_

Synchrite 2,250 Gold Earring _

_

Panel 1,875 Speed Tab ,

Boss Orb 850 — __

Side Kick 1,250 . _. . «_

Metal Mute 1,980 «L_
. Power Meal _

Flyelops 900 ._ ". Gold Stud i_J

Ruminator 1,500 _ __

Cybot 1,800 I _ Hyper Ether Power Meal

Tubster 1,250 Fire PowerTab . Elixir

Blob 1,050
•

Magic Ring Barrier

Alien 1,350 _ Magic Tab Shield

Mega Mutant 4,600/3,850 . .

Elixir/

Vigil Hat _

Giga Mutant 5,800/4,950 . _^,
Walt/ •

Hit Ring .—

Terra Mutant 7,860/20,000 ^_ Muscle Ring „^. .

Lavos Spawn 1 0,000 Haste Helmet

Zeal 12,000 — Mega Elixir Mega Elixir

Mammon Machine 1 8,000 • - Mega Elixir —

Zeat (Face & Hands) 20,000 — :

Prisnl Dress
.

Mega Elixir

Prism Helmet
—
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How to

find a
Use the "New Game Plus'*file to return to the past andfind some
of

;

tne best endings in Chrono Trigger.

ALTERED DESTINIES

There are many endings in

Chrono Trigger, but you can

only see most ofthem ifyou

finisb'the game a second time

using th£ 'Wew Game +"

mode. The "New Game H-"

option won't appear on the file

save screen until you defeat -.-

hvbs for pie first time: After

finishing the game, select the

"New Game +" file and play

again by selecting an old file.

While you, start oyer with a

Wooden Sword and a Hide

Tunic^ your levels are sl^h/gh,

you remember all your spells

and you have fye same items L

in your ihyentory. Go beat

Lavosl Depending on what you

accompJIsh in your endeavors

and how you get theig, you can

seeamriety of endings!

SELECT THE "NEW GAME +'

,'.- -,---- ^lormafJEiwJings -, - - -^
Start Enter Black Omen vs. Lavos

SOUND ENGINEER
EIJI NflKfl/AURfl

All the norma! endings are found by beating Lavos when ybuKparty battles
throughihe Black OmeniFortress or warpsin the Bucket at the End of Time.
You need to beat Lavos in this mannertp select the "New Ganie +" modef

Start Enter New Gate vs. Lavos

After finjshinerthe game/return to the Start Screen and select the "New
: Game +" file. The Lavos Gate appearsinleerie Square. You can choose
between playing the game or defeating Lavos. Endings depentfon which
quests yoit undertake.

THEtAVOSGATE

^^^^m

i II,.,. U- = j; l-h'i.. c,,.- -

» 1 1' fliu Falcil lluui:

:' Hi.- i-'aluri II

' ''•
!:

IN..- Final MtTtl'le

!

•'''

' S^fJSSfJM

m^^mMH

The "New Game +" mode is riot

movable until you finish Chrono

Trigger for the first time. When
yoti restart your game in the plus*

mode, you keep your items and

character attributes. Watch out,

, vyprld! There's a tough new char-

acter in town and he's going to

change history forever! "}

TIME GHAMGES AIL THINGS

Your actions in the past and present change the outcome ofthe
game. Talk to Gaspar at the End ofTime for important clues oh
saving Lucca's Mother's

fegSy creating forests or Z

desertSi and, finally, laying

the Ghost of Cyrus to rest

Just remember that there

could be severe cohse-
\

quences in the future for,

your seemingly trivial acts

inthejxist

N0^j^0^1s^^i^m^^eti you select "New Game
+" mode, took for the new gate in the right teleportation

station in

Leene Square.

This is your

direftiinkto

Lavos and q
qtiick shortcut

to end ofthe

game.



The Top10 Endings
One of the best things about time travel is that you can always go back and

change your future! Listed below are the some of the steps to finding a few of

the endings in Chrono Trigger. Remember that you can't enter the Lavos Gate

until you finish the game.

FPi
;^*t!^B-

pp
Iriiri^fTjiHiifl

Ending 4|
No. I

We're Back
Defeat Lavos by traveling,through the Lavos

Gate right after you return from A.D. 600. You

must defeat Lavos before Crono is thrown in jail.
.'

Leaping Lizards! Or is that

frolicking frogs'!'Everyone

throughout the world has,

turned into a toad! And
Marie has a date at the altar

with a dashing green prince!

No.2
The Village of Magic
Defeat Lavos inside the Ocean Palace in

12,000 B.C. or by entering the Lavos Gate

after you explore and complete the musty,

damp Heckrah Cave.

t^u has a frog friend! Watch them

play as the staff credits roll. Chrono

Trigger fans often refer to this as the

"weak''ending. While it isn't a par-

ticularly great closing, it does beat

seeing Lavos pulverize the world.
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Ending
No.3

The Hero Appears
Defeat Lavos by entering the Lavos Gate

after you defeatZombor at theZenan
Bridge and before/you receive the Hero's

Medal from Tata.

Ending M
No.**

Defeat LaVos by entering the Lavos Gate

after you get the Hero's Medal from Tata.

You won't see this ending if you travel back

to 65,ood,doo ac.

Peace has been restored in the

future, but a new villain appears in

the Middle Ages. Tata, the legendary

warrior ofhis era, has been called

upon to defeat Crono.

m.

This ending reveals the goings-on

between Magus and his feilow

monsters before they encounter

Crono.
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Ending

No. 5
Foot Steps! Follow.
Defeat Lavos by entering the Lavos Gate 1

after you return from 65,000,000 B.C. You
cannot view this ending ifyou gave the

' Masamune Sword baclcto Frog.

Ending

6
The Masamune
Defeat Lavos by entering the Lavos
Gate after you give the Masamune
Sword back to Frog, but before you
fight Magus in A.D.600.

Check outall the characters in the

game, including the ones you didn't

meet, as they appear between the

programming credits.
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Peace is restored, hist Frog has

some unsettled business with

Magus. Can Frog defeat

Magus alone?

Ending
No. 7

Unnatural Selection?
Defeat Lavos by "entering the Lavos Gate
after you have Ayla backjn your party.

This isthe Reptite Ending. 8
The game returns to where you

started, but now everyone is a

Reptite! What a Jurassic lark!

The Magic Kingdom
Defeat Lavos by entering the Lavos Gate
in Leene Square after defeating Magus.
You must defeat him before Scnala opens
the seal.

This ending shows Magus confronting

Lavos in a final battle during the

Middle Ages. Magus knows that this

is'the only way to save Schala from
an untimely demise.

Ending The Magic Kingdom
Defeat Lavos by entering the, Laybs Gate in

Leene Square after defeatinglvlagus and
just after Sc.hala opens the iriagiG seal in the
Ocean Palace.

Lucca and Marie conduct a critical

evaluation of the male characters in

the game. Is Crono Marie's type? Will

Frog get a kiss? Does Lucca like long

walks on the beach?

The Millennial Fair
Beat Lavos by entering'the

Lavos Gate in the beginning of

the game-on the "New Game +"

file. This is one of the most diffi-

cult (and best) endings.

Ifyou get this ending, you'll catch

some behind-the-scenes humor from

Square's development department!
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HERE'S THE HOST POWERFUL TIP IN THE WHOLE BOOK

A HERO'S WORK IS NEVER DONE. NO SOONER DO YOU

VANQUISH THE EVIL OF A LAVOS OR KEFKA THAN SOME NEW

POWER-CRAZED FIEND SETS HIS SIGHTS ON WORLD

DOMINATION. THIS PLAYER'S GUIDE HELPS YOU TACKLE THE

SECRETS OF CHRONO TRIGGER, BUT WHERE WILL YOU TURN

WHEN THE NEXT EVIL SHADOW CREEPS ACROSS THE LAND?

NINTENDO POWER HOLDS THE ANSWERS. EVERY MONTH, OUR EPIC

CENTER SECTION EQUIPS ADVENTURERS WITH NEWS FROM THE

WORLD OF EPIC GAMES, REVIEWS OF THE LATEST RPGS, STRATEGY

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS, BACKGROUND ARTICLES, PREVIEWS, TIPS,

MAPS, AND CHARTS. TALK TO ANYONE IN TOWN AND THEY'LL TELL YOU HOW

NINTENDO POWER RAISES YOUR LEVEL OF PLAY BUT SUBSCRIBERS GET MORE THAN

ON Y I

JUST WISDOM
-
THEY EBESBSMiHmafiB SUCH AS game pak

COUPONS AND THE CHANCE TO ORDER OTHER PLAYER'S GUIDES

BUCKS OR GEAR FROM THE POWER SUPPLIES CATALOG. ONLY YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION AND AUTOMATIC CLUB MEMBERSHIP GETS YOU ALL OF THAT AND

IT'S JUST $18! SO SHEATH YOUR SWORD AND CALL I -800-255-3700A vSK FOR OFFER

#2506 AND SET OFF ON A NEW ADVENTURE.

'Residents of Canada pay $25 Canadian funds.



KEEPING TRACK OF

TIME HAS NEVER BEEN

SO TOUGHI

From 65,000,000 B.C. to the End of Time,

Chrono Trigger touches down in time, and

when you're traveling from Century to

century, or epoch to epoch, jife becomes

complicated in a hurry. But don't despair—

withtheyou can time travel in style

Chrono Trigger Player's Guide. It gives

you all the tools you need to navigate in

new time zones. Find out where to stay.

What to take. What to buy. Read

about who you should meet

—

and who you should

miss. Peruse com-

plete hnaps for

every time period to

find your way around

unfamiliar territory.

Study exhaustive lists

and charts fto see how to

find and use the countless

weapons, items, treasures

and spells to be found in

this age-spanning RPG. A
word of advice about the

Player's Guide: Don't leave

home without it.
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